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Ancient Greek acts of commemoration aimed to preserve the memory of an event

or an individual. By examining the commemoration of athletic victory, military success,

and death in battle, with reliance upon theories of memory, this study examines how each

form of commemoration offered immortality. A vital aspect was the way they joined

word and material reminder. Athletes could maintain their glory by erecting statues or

commissioning epinician odes, which often relied on image and words. The physical and

ideological reconfiguration of the plain of Marathon linked the battle's memory to a

location. Pericles' oration offered eternal praise to both the war dead and Athens, an

Athens crafted as a monument by Pericles to remain for future generations. In different

and complimentary ways, all of these forms of commemoration preserved the glory of a

deed or an individual for posterity.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION: MEMORIES

Tov ' OAUJl1tlOVilcav avayvol'tE. JlOl
,ApXEO''tpa'tou 1t0100, 1tOel cj>pEVOC;
EJlclC; yE.yp01t'tot...

(Pindar Olympian 10.1-3)

Read to me the Olympic victor,
the son of Archestratus, where it has been written

. d 1onmymm ...

I begin this study of the immortality granted through Greek acts of

commemoration with lines from Pindar because, injust a few lines, the poet lays a useful

framework for a discussion of memory. The epinician poet asks the name of the victor to

be read to him in order to remember it; Pindar needs a reminder in order to start his ode

for Hagesidamus and his victory.2 Regardless of the person whom Pindar asks to do this,

we learn that Pindar needs external stimuli for recollecting the name and the memory

attached to it. This request seems peculiar since Pindar states that the name is already

1 Translations are my own unless otherwise noted.

2 Unlike Homer, who uses the Muse to remember, as Vernant 1969, 55 notes, Pindar needs the name in
order to begin recalling the victor. Pindar does address the Muse, but only in the capacity to ward off blame
for breaking a promise and wronging Hagesidmus, the subject of the poem to whom Pindar owes a sweet
song (YAUle\> yap mhq'> Jl€AO~ ocjletArov E1tlA€Aa8" ro Mota' •aAM aU Kat 8uyciTIlP I 'Mci8eta ~lO~,

op8~ Xept IEpuKe't'ov ",euO€rov IEvmav aAl't'Oc;eVOv, 3-6). Gildersleeve 1899 has the verb, <ivciyvO>'t'€,
suggesting "a humorous search in the poet's ledger" (214). Verdenius 1988 comments that Gildersleeve's
translation is not quite right. Instead, "the imperative is used 'absolutely' and has rhetorical force" (55) and
offers the interpretation that "the poet asks for a simple report...ofthe place where the victor's name is
recorded" (55).
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written on his mind.3 While a memory exists in one's mind, a physical manifestation of it,

whether aural or visual, helps in the recalling of the memory. From this poem, we learn

that a particular place keeps Hagesidamus' name, as the verb yeypu1t'tat suggests.4 The

localizing of the name helps root the memory of Hagesidamus and his achievement to a

physical place. The encomium of Hagesidamus depends on Pindar's remembrance of the

victor, and once this happens, the poet can work to preserve the victory. With the help of

Hagesidamus' name, Pindar hopes to take a preexisting memory and ensure its survival.

Thus, Pindar makes his work an aide-memoire for his listeners. Without the efforts of

Pindar, the memory of Hagesidamus is in danger of being forgotten. Acts of

commemoration assist in the preservation of memory.

Not every memory is considered important to preserve. In fact, the memories that

stand the greater chance of lasting are those determined important by a society.5 Thus,

commemorated events are not randomly selected, but ones deemed worthy of memory.6

Athletic victory, an avenue for the display of Greek male excellence, provided the winner

a chance to demonstrate his possession of key societal values. At Olympia, Hagesidamus

won the boy's boxing event, a victory which Pindar was hired to commemorate.

3 More correctly, the narrator of the poem has the memory of the victor in his cjlpiJv. We learn in the fmal
lines of the poem that the narrator was present at Hagesidamus' victory at Olympia (100-101).

4 Verdenius 1988 states that with the verb, "Pindar is thinking of a ledger, and especially a register of
debts" (55). This places the name on a tangible object, a place where Pindar can look to recall the name of
Hagesdamus.

5 Assman and Czaplicka 1995, 130. "No memory can preserve the past" (130); only that which the society
determines important remains. Nora 1989, 19 notes that there must be a desire to remember, therefore not
everything can be remembered.

6 Pindar would have been commissioned to write his poems, but the victor made a conscious choice to hire
Pindar to preserve the important event.
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Hagesidamus had gained glory through his victory and could preserve the memory of the

achievement since he exhibited values of physical and athletic excellence important to his

society. The memories in Pindar's poems are a result of a deliberate choice to preserve an

event through commemoration. The formation and survival ofthe victor's memory lies in

this process of commemoration. This puts the event in a position to be one that others in

the society should consider important, since there needs to be social support in order for a

memory to last.?

Preserving a memory is a selective and constructed process; certain groups

determine the things worth remembering and how that memory should be presented.

Only those aspects that reflect a group's conceptions of the memory are used in its

formation, for any event outside of the perimeters of the approved memory will not be a

part of it.8 The event is shaped into a memory often not of what truly happened, but what

should have happened, according to those forming the memory. What matters is that the

memory connects the past to the present in a manner reflecting the aims of the preservers

of the memory who offer it up for acceptance.9

Locations or physical objects help to sustain the memory. As Pierre Nora notes,

"Memory takes root in the concrete, in spaces, gestures, images, and objects."l0 This

study wi11look at the different physical objects to which memory has been attached.

Greek acts of commemoration, either for individuals or events, connect a memory to a

7 Tuan 1991,689.

8 Nora 1989, 8.

9 Lowenthal 1975, 11-12,28; Finley 1965,299.

10 Nora 1989,9.
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location and form what Nora terms a lieu de memoire. ll Although words are not rooted in

a particular location, they are still important in the commemoration process, both because

their written form is a physical manifestation of a memory, and because they help

maintain other forms of commemoration.12

Since memories are gained through society, they persist in what Maurice

Halbwachs refers to as collective memory.13 Throughout this study, I shall be referring to

this term, but what exactly does it mean, and what does it have to do with understanding

the commemorative process? Societies commemorate only those things that they decide

are worth remembering, so any act of public commemoration expresses the memories of

a group of people. Each individual thought occurs within frameworks that, as Halbwachs

says, "are...precisely the instruments used by the collective memory to reconstruct an

image of the past which is in accord, in each epoch, with the predominant thoughts of the

society.,,14 In order for collective memory to exist, individual memories interact through

communication with others, a process that unifies them. A common construction of the

past takes shape from these interactions, and this collective memory warrants

commemoration, at the expense ofthe individual memory.I5 Repetitive contact with

others, including events and rituals, takes the individual memory and merges it with that

11 For further information regarding lieux de memoire, see Nora 1989.

12 Tuan 1980,467. This process will be explored in this study.

13 Halbwachs 1992, 38.

14 Ibid., 40.

15 Assman and Czaplicka 1995, 127; Lowenthal 1975.
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of the larger groUp.I6 Collective memory is this unified, common construction. M.1.

Finley states, "Group memory [a similar construct as collective memory], after all, is no

more than the transmittal to many people of the memory of one man or a few men,

repeated many times over.,,17 This collective experience is how future generations gain

h d·, 18access to t e memory an Its meanIng.

Memory formation, then, is an active and selective process intended to preserve

one event or person(s) from the recesses of oblivion and let others fade away. The

decision to forget is just as selective and destroys those memories that do not reflect

values important to the society. Any event teeters on the brink of being forgotten unless a

deliberate action forms a memory.I9 Ifthe event passes into a realm where it can no

longer be remembered, a state akin to the death of mortals occurs. Memory can help

humans overcome this process and "maintain their nature consistently through

generations.,,20

This concept also appeared in Greek thought, as Jean Paul Vemant discusses in

his work, Mythe et pensee chez les Grecs. Vemant provides an example from Pausanias

9.39, which describes a ritualized descent to the Underworld in the cave of Trophonius.

Before entering a chasm, the man who will descend must first drink the water of

16 Mitchell 2003, 443.

17 Finley 1965,297.

18 Assman and Czap1icka 1995,129.

19 Finley 1965,297.

20 Assman and Czaplicka 1995, 126.
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forgetfulness (umov A"eT\~ 'tE u800p lCUAoU/lEVOV); this connects Lethe to death?l Upon

returning from the cave, the man sits on a chair of memory in order to share his

experience (earlier, he had tasted the waters of memory to help him recall everything that

would transpire during the descent). Vemant then makes this observation regarding

memory:

Memoire apparait en contraste comme une fontaine d'immortalite,
l'aeavu'to~1tT\Y" dont parlent certaines inscriptions funeraires et qui
assure au defunt sa survie jusque dans l'au-de1<l. Precisement parce que la
mort se detinit comme Ie domaine de l'oubli, Ie A"eT\~ 1tE810v, ce1ui qui
dans l'Hades garde la memoire transcende la condition mortelle.

(Vernant 1969, 59)

The process of remembering shatters the limitations of mortality, intending to

preserve the memory beyond the life of the person. Humankind is, by nature, an

ephemeral creature; its existence is bound temporally. In his work, The Greeks and Their

Past: Poetry, Oratory and History in the Fifth Century BCE, Jonas Grethlein examines

the temporality of mortals through two contingencies: one of action and another of

chance.22 Grethlein sees memory as humanity's way of dealing with its temporal nature,

especially against the unpredictability of chance. Since death is the most indicative event

of chance, humans find ways to secure the instability it brings. One way to deal with

21 Vernant 1969 says, "Oubli est donc une eau de mort" (59).

22 Grethlein 2010,7. Grethlein says, "Temporality therefore provides the starting point from which I will
develop a matrix of modes of memory. The temporality ofhuman life is based on contingency, which
tradition defines as 'quod nee est impossible nee necessarium.' Denoting what is, logically and
ontologically, possible, but not necessary, contingency not only defines the realm in which human life
unfolds, but also forms our ability to look ahead and back in time. Contingency is most often understood as
being identical with chance. However, as Rudiger Bubner has shown, it is the frame for actions as well as
for chance. Where things are neither impossible nor necessary, human beings can act, but are at the same
time constrained by chance. There are two sides to contingency. I suggest they be called 'contingency of
action' and 'contingency of chance' " (Grethlein 2010, 6).
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death is through tradition, which creates continuities to combat the contingency of

chance.23 Remembering the dead, as in the yearly public funeral in Athens, brings them

back into existence each and every time tradition recalls their memory.24

Commemoration also attempts to overcome chance. The erection of monuments

to honor people or events allows the memory of the commemorated to become localized

in a particular place or object. These acts bring stability to a memory by placing it within

the framework of the collective memory, thereby adding it to a continuum of memory

amidst a world with no particular order except the one forced upon it by humans.25

Commemoration responds to the temporal nature of human kind by connecting the past to

the present with an eye to the future.26 The memory connected to the act of

commemoration grants a form of immortality, which further counteracts the threat of

chance. For the Greeks, commemoration often created parallels to the mythic past, which

was seen as timeless?7 Not only does equating the commemorated people with the

mythic past position them in a durable framework, but doing so also makes them similar

to the divine, who by their very nature are immortal.28

23 Grethlein 2010, 6-7,108,288.

24Vemant 1969, 58.

25 Osborne 2001, 19; Tuan 1980,465. Assman and Czaplicka 1995 describes cultural memory (quite
similar to collective memory) as distanced from the everyday. Instead, they are fIxed points in time and do
not change (129).

26 See Grethlein 2010,11 for temporality's relationship to commemoration.

27 Finley 1965,287-288; Grethlein 2010: "The mythifIcation ofhistory is facilitated by the exemplary use
ofthe past, which only focuses on direct juxtapositions of events and thereby neglects temporal distance"
(44).

28 Lowenthal 1975, 10; Nora 1992, states, "Memory instills remembrance within the sacred" (9). On the
role
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Commemoration preserves memory. Memory survives the long span of time by

its connection with physical objects. Through commemoration, the objects of honor enter

the timeless construct ofmemory, thus receiving a form of immortality. This study will

examine various forms of Greek commemoration and how they provide immortality for

the objects of commemoration. In the commemorative process, there occurs a

relationship between the word and the material object. Instead of competing for

prominence, these two forms of commemoration actually support each other and assist in

the preservation of the objects of commemoration.

The fIrst chapter discusses athletic commemoration in the form ofvictor statues

and epinician odes--those of Pindar and Bacchylides. These two forms of

commemoration portray the victor in a manner that is carefully constructed in order to

leave the best possible image ofhim for posterity. A victor at the games desires to

preserve his crowning moment, because it not only shows that he is better than his

competitors, but also demonstrates his manly excellence. Through associations with cult

practices (statues suggest divine cult statues and the odes use cult imagery) the victor

becomes practically divine, and in some cases, even receives a hero cult in his honor.29

There exists between the image and text a symbiotic relationship where each relies on the

other to strengthen its own form of commemoration. A victor statue cannot properly

preserve the victor's achievement without the epigram that provides his name, event, and

location of the win for the viewer. Pindar's assertion that his creation is not fIxed to an

of memory and the divine, Vernant 1969 says, "La place centrale accordee ala memoire dans les mythes
eschatologiques traduit ainsi une attitude de refus al'egard de I' existence temporelle. Si la memoire est
exaltee, c'est en tant que puissance realisant la sortie du temps et Ie retour au divin" (69).

29 Currie 2005, 120-123 provides examples ofheroized fifth century BCE athletes.
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immobile statue base (Nemean 5.1-2) seems to grant a higher status to his work because

Pindar's ode is free to travel (2-3). Despite this, there are devices, common to victor

statues, which provide Pindar with imagery that helps his audience to visualize his poetry

and place it in the context of the tangible, concrete act of commemoration.

For the other two chapters, Athens provides two complex examples of

commemoration for the dead. Shortly after the Athenians defeated the much larger

Persian army at the Battle of Marathon, they erected monuments on the plain to

commemorate the battle. This victory and battle site became symbols of Athenian power

and prestige in the fifth century BCE. Due to the importance of this battle in the minds of

the Athenians and the subsequent ideological changes in its representation,

commemoration on the battlefield of Marathon will be the focus of Chapter 2. All the

dead were buried in two burial mounds---{)ne held the Athenian dead, the other, the

Plataeans and slaves. This traditional form of burial for the war dead had features that

suggested cult practices; yet, the determining factor in the conferment of cult status

actually depended upon the decision of the polis. The honor had to be bestowed upon the

dead; the type of burial reflected this, but did not prescribe it. Moreover, the

establishment of cult rites, together with the stelai atop the mounds listing the men,

immortalized the dead buried at Marathon.

Another object on the battlefield demonstrated the change in Athenian attitude

towards the battle in the years after the war. A typical temporary war trophy, tropaion,

was erected after the battle, but in the 460s, approximately thirty years after the battle, a

permanent monument of stone replaced it. In Athens, the Athenians began to represent
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Marathon with other battles of the mythic past; the Battle of Marathon was now a

formative moment in Athenian history. The change in trophy type shows how the

Athenians went about re-conceptualizing the battle as a memory that deserved to be

bequeathed to future generations. This rethinking of the battle became the impetus for the

change in representing Marathon both at the battle site and in Athens.

The final chapter examines the funeral oration delivered by Pericles in the second

book of Thucydides' work on the Peloponnesian War. Intended to give honor to the war

dead, the speech focuses on Athens. Pericles lists the characteristics that make the polis

great. He does not rely on events or physical objects to prove his point; instead, he relies

on the nature of its citizens in conducting their affairs. The Athens that he creates is a

polis for which men are willing to die. This voluntary offering of their lives is what gives

the men their immortality. Their praise makes them worthy to be remembered and also

contributes to the survival of Athens. During his speech, Pericles creates his own

monument, not of stone or bronze, but of words, and that monument is Athens.

The acts of commemoration discussed in this study do more than preserve the

memory ofmen or an event. By the nature of the acts' forms, the commemorated enter

into the collective memory of their society, and become examples that the society can use

to illustrate behaviors and actions suitable for the construction of an identity, either Greek

or Athenian.3o Immortality is a gift offered the men by the commemoration of their

excellence.

30 Grethlein 2010, 11 says that through continuity with the past and aided by the acts of commemoration,
the viewer is able to understand and identify who he or she may be.
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CHAPTER II

STATUE AND SONG

Through the erection of victor statues and the commissioning of victory odes,

Greek athletes attempted to preserve a lasting memory of their greatness. A competing

athlete hoped to set himself apart from others by possessing excellence (areti~) made

obvious by winning an athletic agon ("contest,,).3l Epinician odes and statues were two

prominent media with which athletes preserved their victories. Without them, the

memory of their glory could be forgotten. Each form of commemoration had stylistic

expressions that helped enable the athlete's glory (kleos) to persist even after his death.

Odes relied on truth, at least the rhetoric of truth used by Pindar, to maintain kleos for

future generations as well as on the image of light shining through the darkness of

oblivion. The similarities between athletic statues and statues of gods created a

connection between mortal and immortal, at least visually. From these similarities, there

occurs a strong reference to cult practice that helps perpetuate the kleos of the athletes.

Through these commemorations there emerged a relationship between physical

reminders and words: statues needed inscriptions; songs relied on visual imagery.

Without the symbiotic relationship between the two, the memory of victory and glory

would have greater difficulty lasting. Epinician odes and victor statues presented the

31 While the author recognizes that there were female athletes who competed in athletics, this chapter shall
focus on the victory commemorations of male athletes. Hyde 1921,49-50 mentions that female victors did
receive a victory crown like male winners, but a painting depicting the female athlete was the typical type
of commemoration allotted to female victors.
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athlete as a victor. More importantly, these forms of commemoration preserved the

memory of the victor. In order to increase the longevity of each commemoration, the

statue maker and the poet forged a reciprocal relationship between the physical

monument and words, and in the process, provided the only form of immortality possible

for a human being: everlasting glory (1(/..£0<; aq,8t'tOv).

There were plenty of opportunities for Greek athletes to compete, since a

competitive spirit permeated Greek existence.32 Panhellenic games allowed individuals to

participate and potentially set themselves apart from their fellow Greek competitors, a

concept vital to our understanding of Greek athletics. In the overwhelming majority of

contests, each athlete vied against his competition in order to be the sole winner.33 First

place mattered, anything less did not. Granted, there were prizes for second and third

place at the "lesser" local events, e.g. the Panathenaia, but at the four major games, also

known as stephanitic, ftrst place was the only place.34 Victory was the avenue by which

an athlete could show the rest of the Greek world, and anyone else who knew of his

victory, that he had achieved something of note, something worth remembering.

32 Besides the "Big Four"--Qlympia, Delphi, Nemea, and Isthmia-there were numerous local festivals
that hosted athletic contests and attracted competitors from throughout the Greek world. While each game
had its own program of contests, standard events included running, wrestling, boxing, the pankration, the
pentathlon, and equestrian races. Non-athletic events also provided an opportunity for victory in what
might be called "performing arts" by modern standards: flute playing, heralding, writing, acting and even a
male beauty contest. See Miller 2004 for a general introduction to Greek athletics.

33 There were team events at the Panathenaia. Pyrrhic dancing, torch racing, and the euandria (male beauty
contest) all were tribal events opened exclusively to Athenian citizens. Prizes could be for an individual or
for the tribe itself. For more detail, see Kyle 1992, 94-97.

34 Miller 2004,19. For background on the Panathenaia, refer to Neils 1992, which has a list of the prizes for
the different events (16) and Kyle 1992. Alcibiades, when addressing the Athenian assembly in Thucydides
6.16, mentions that in one chariot race at Olympia, in which he had seven teams entered, he placed Irrst,
second, and fourth. I take this example not to illustrate that other places brought glory-they certainly had
some prestige attached to them-but to show that Alcibiades, due to his wealth, could enter that many
chariots in one race and that they performed quite well.
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Some of the rewards given to the victors certainly provided material gain, but

what mattered more was the symbolic capital inherent in these objects. More important

than drachmas or the amphorae of olive oil that were typical prizes was the fact that these

items all physically manifested the arete, time ("honor"), and kudos/kleos (both "glory")

of the victor.35 By defeating all competitors, the athlete showed that his abilities were

beyond those of the losers. His victory demonstrated his arete, which provided him with

his win, thus bringing him time and kleos. As Bacchylides says, cj>allt Kat cj>aO"ro

ll£ytO"'tov I KOOOC; eXEtV CtpE'tW "I say and shall say that arete has the greatest kudos"

(Ode 1.159-160). This striving for excellence typifies the agonistic spirit in Greek

society. Recognition comes from achieving time and kleos, which stem from atWetic

victory.36

Since winning provided honor and glory for atWetes, they needed a way to reify

kleos and arete in order for others to see and remember them. Here, the various honors,

prizes, and artworks enter the discourse of victory commemoration.37 All these prizes,

whether granted by or for the victor, rewarded atWetic victory symbolically and/or

35 Following a line of reasoning put forth by Hermann Frankel, Leslie Kurke places kudos in the realm of
the living and kleos as something particularly associated with the dead. This distinction is intriguing, and
the reader should not forget this. For the purposes of this paper, which usually deals with the glory in a
future context, I have decided to utilize kleos (Kurke 1993, 132).

36 Raubitschek 1983,7.

37 Victory commemoration could take many forms. A crown ofolive, laurel, pine, or celery, depending
upon the location of the games, became the prize at the "Big Four," hence the label stephanitic. Athens
provided its victors meals in its public dining hall (Pritchard 2009, 214). Local games such as the
Panathenaia offered money, oxen, or amphorae filled with precious olive oil. The city often erected a statue
for its hometown victor, sometimes at the site ofthe games or even in the agora of the polis. Family
members could also commission a statue or the victor himself had the honor of dedicating one to promote
his victory. One additional act of commemoration involved the hiring of a poet such as Pindar or
Bacchylides to craft a victory ode for a performance when the athlete returned home for apolis~wide
celebration. Despite the plethora of media for commemoration, they all worked towards one common goal:
preserving the accomplishment of the victor.
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financially. Most prizes had an ephemeral quality, despite having either a symbolic or

practical value: the vegetative crown, whose lack of monetary value was more than made

up for in its symbolic value, would wilt; the olive oil, with its many daily uses, needed to

be used before going bad; coinage would eventually have to be spent. It is with two other

forms of commemoration, statues and epinician odes, that arete, time, and kleos merged

symbolic meaning and permanence.

These two expressions of victory achieved their purpose--preserving a

memory-by doing something that the other forms of commemoration could not, that is,

amplifying and channeling a memory into a permanent, even everlasting public

manifestation of the victor's glory.38 However, due to high costs, only victors with the

financial means could commission such acts of commemoration as odes and statues.39

Other honors and prizes also carried similar symbolic and financial weight as well as

public acknowledgement, but the ode and statue particularly persisted in the public realm

and preserved the memory of the victory for a longer time.40 Their high cost

distinguished them. Instead of letting the memory of the victory and the kleos born from

it fade away, these statues and odes maintained glory in a carefully constructed way.

They became the conduit from which the magnification and dissemination of the athletic

38 Pleket 1975, 79.

39 As Smith 2007, 101-103 notes, a scholion prices a bronze statue in the time of Pindar at 3,000 drachmas.
Smith points out that this was most likely an anachronistic calculation and that the price was too low for a
bronze in the early fifth century. The price for odes is less clear. Smith suggests that inclusion of the price
in the scholion indicates that an ode and a bronze statue were of similar cost.

40 The victor's name would be announced, and some sort of ceremony with the wreath presentation was
held.
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kleos could travel, bolstering the action perfonned by the athlete and sustaining the

memory through space and time.

When we tum to the epinician odes, we see that Pindar and Bacchylides

repeatedly present human existence as transitory. Not enjoying the static and continuous

nature of the gods, mortals must face constant upheaval in their position in life and the

inevitability of death. Bacchylides' use of Croesus in Ode 3 demonstrates that even the

richest and most powerful of men were not immune to the sudden reversal of fate (23

62). Charles Segal's insightful reading ofPindar' s Isthmians 3 and 4 notes how floral

imagery paired with an emphasis on seasonal change accentuates the ephemeral nature of

humankind.41 The use of vegetative wreaths, as with A£:ul(008de; Il:Up'tote; in 4.69-70,

reminds the audience that, like the leaves of the crown, humankind and any mortal

achievements have the potential to wilt and die. Therefore, memories ofpeople and

events are the only escape for the natural life cycle in which humans reside, albeit

temporarily.

There seems to be no other way for humanity to achieve immortality; other

attempts end with dubious results. We need to look no further than Pindar's Olympian 1

in order to see that death is inescapable. Tantalus warrants his eternal punishment not for

offering Pelops as a meal, a story Pindar attributes to misguided poets and gossipy

neighbors, but instead for stealing the food of the gods and giving it to his friends. He has

overstepped his role by attempting to make their physical beings immortal with assistance

41 Segal 1981, 70-71.
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from the nectar and ambrosia of the gods (60_65).42 Pindar manipulated the myth in order

to demonstrate that even if hmnans try, they will be unable to overcome the death of their

physical body: SavElv 0' 01.OlV uvciylCa, "it is a necessity for such men to die"

(Olympian 1.82).

The very memory of a person rests in a precarious position. Without some way to

preserve the thing to be remembered, it will, to borrow imagery from Pindar, fade into the

darkness of oblivion. As Susan Alcock states, "[M]emory is localized in objects and

places. ,,43 Thus, things such as statues and victory odes become aids to memory when

dealing with the atWetic victor. His achievements have a better chance of surviving into

posterity by being associated with one of these objects. They become visual

representations of the thing to be remembered, not just the victory, but what it stood for,

namely his arete, time, and kleos. Commemoration is a necessary process in the

continued existence of a memory.44

Statues and odes do not create memories but maintain ones that already existed.45

The victor has already won and shown his own excellence; the kleos and time that come

about as a result of the victory are not the product of the sculptor or poet. Instead, as we

shall see, these commemorations take the victor and tweak him in order to offer a more

idealized figure. What those expressions of commemoration do instead is amplify the

42 a8uvcl-trov on lCAi'l'Ut£ IaAlxEO"01 O1.lJ.l1tchat£ IVElC'tUp aJ.lppomuv 'tE I OO)lCEV, Oi01V a<\l8t'tov 8fllCUV.

43 Alcock 2002, 25.

44 Steiner 1986, 132 states, "Commemoration and appeasement both suggest a belief in the continued
existence of some part of the individual consciousness."

4.'5 Burnett 1987,439.
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nature of the victor's glory by focusing them into loci of memory, which viewers can see,

thus preventing the memory from being forgotten. Without these expressions, the glory of

the athlete will be lost. The kleos of the athlete, therefore, becomes the memory that must

be embedded into the statue or ode so that it can be handed down to later generations; it is

the form of immorality available to men, who by nature, as stated earlier, are ephemeral

creatures.46 This, then, is a vital reason why athletes competed.47

Inaction prevents mortal men from gaining their glory. Pelops, in his request to

Poseidon, which he framed in a do ut des reciprocal statement, mentions:

'ti KE. 'tt<; avrovullov
'YTlPu<; EV mco'tqJ Ku91lfl£vo<; e'l'0t Il<l'tuv,
umxv'tcov KUAOOV allllopo<;;

(0. 1.82-85)

Why should anyone sitting in darkness boil in a nameless old age in vain
without a share of all fme things?

The youth finishes his address by stating that he is ready for the contest (iie9A.o<;) before

him and the prize he ought to get from it. He asks why one would want to be a man

46 Tuan 1980, 463 refers to these objects as artworks. As a type of special artifact, they are able to avoid
being folded into the mundane.

47 Diotima's speech in the Symposium, while dealing with immortality in a slightly different context and
without mentioning athletes, is relevant to this discussion. She tells Socrates that humans value their
offspring (biological immortality). It is the next form of immortality that reflects issues discussed here. A
desire for immortality drives humankind; there are those concerned with honor and KA£o<; e<; 'tOY aEt
Xpovov a8ava'tov (208c.5-6). These people are willing to risk everything for that purpose with their prime
motivator being {mEp apE'tll<; a8ava'tou Kat 'totau't11<; MST\<; EUKAEOU<; (208d.7-8). Diotima places these in
the category of men pregnant in mind. She goes on to say that those who leave behind products from this
"birth" received cults as a result of their deeds (epya) and arete, something never stemming from
biological offspring (cOV Kat tEpa 7tOAAa il&r1 yEYOVE ata 't01><; 'tOtOU'tou<; 7talaa<;, ata BE't01><;
av8pC01ttvou<; ouaEvo<; 7tO), 20ge.3-4). In this part of her speech, the love for immortality motivates men,
especially those pregnant in mind, to channel their output into immortal "children" just as athletes
competed and left something behind for all time.
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without glory, an idea suggested by the darkness (OKO'tql), a common Pindaric image.48

Unlike the generic n<;, Pelops is eager to enter a contest and get glory. No one will speak

of the man in Pelops' question since he rages in old age without any name to support his

memory. Without acting to gain kleos, a man is doomed to the eternal oblivion of

darkness, unnamed and unremembered. Since glory is the key to immortality, we can

begin to examine how it was articulated in statues and odes, and some outcomes of

portraying kleos in this way.

Let us begin with statues. Early statues (sixth century BeE) followed the form of

nude archaic kouroi figures with their stiff poses and symbolic style.49 In this early

period, there was not much difference in representation between athletic victors, heroes,

and gods. The connection was so similar that sculptors used various attributes to

distinguish gods from men.50 W.W. Hyde, in his thorough survey ofvictor statues, notes

the connection between statues of Apollo and early athletic figures. This "Apollo" type,

as he calls it, can refer both to the athlete and the god, who is one of the three often

associated with athletics and the gymnasium-Hermes and Heracles being the other

twO.51 The fact that, formally, statues of gods and victorious athletes looked the same

should not come as a surprise when we take into consideration that, "the statues of

48 Segal 1981, 75-81 explores the dark and light imagery in comparison to glory.

49 Gardiner 1930, 59; Smith 2007, 89-91. Smith 2007 labels Archaic art as symbolic in contrast to the
realistic approach to Classical art.

50Waldstein 1880, 168-69.

51 Hyde 1921,71,88-89,337.
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athletes had become memorials of personal glory,,,52 as Hyde states, and that through

glory the athlete achieved immortality, a state indicative of the gods. What better way to

allude to a man's everlasting glory than to portray him in a way similar to the gods? The

archaic visual representation of the athlete contributed to the immortality of his kleos.

Despite the rather static nature of early statues, they represented the athlete as

victorious, at the point when he had finally achieved his kleos. Much like a photograph of

a modem Olympic athlete on the medal podium, the statue presented the victor with his

honor, praise, and glory, each at its zenith. His victory, a direct result ofhis arete, made

him the perfect specimen of a Greek athlete. This displayed his physical beauty at full

bloom as well. The desirability of the figure would not have been lost on the ancient

viewer, further making him a man to be remembered. The statue, representing him at the

peak of his glory, showed that the athlete was not only victorious, but also sexually

desirable.53 This was the image with which the viewer would be left; the athlete was

worth remembering because he was represented as victorious and beautiful.

Viewers were vital to maintaining the memory of the victory by looking at the

statue and recognizing the importance of the athlete and his glory. They became the

intermediary figures in the preservation of the glory. Much as the statue was necessary to

physically manifest the glory of the athlete, the viewer became the next agent in the

dissemination of the memory. All the symbolic capital (arete, time, and kleos) had to be

52 Hyde 1921,40.

53 Steiner 1998, 133. This article deftly examines the erotic aspects of victor statues.
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read by the viewer, who then could perpetuate the athlete's accomplishment. The signs

residing in the statue needed an audience in order to complete their purpose.

Inscriptions on the base of the statue certainly assisted in this process of

preservation. As mentioned previously, the distinction between athletes and gods or

heroes often was difficult to ascertain visually, at least without athletic accoutrements.54

This held true even for later statues that depicted victors in active poses where the

similarities to divine statues would have been less apparent.55 A typical inscription

included the victor's name, patronymic, city, and the event won.56 Here are two

examples. The first comes from a limestone pillar from the mid-sixth century and the

second was inscribed on a base for a statue of a youth from around 450-460 BCE.

"Apuni<; IJ.E. ave9111lCE L\t Kpoviovt FalvolC'tt
1tovlCpa'ttolv VtlCOV 'tE'tpalCt<; I tv NE~at

<I>eioolvo<; Fhto<; 'to KAeolvoio.
(CEG 362)

Aristis dedicated me to leader Zeus, son of Cronos,
since he was victorious in the pankration four times at Nemea,
son of Pheidon of Cleonae.

1tu[lC]'to[<;] 'tovo' aVe9ElCEIv a1t' EOOO~Oto [K]uviIOlCO<;
Mov['t]tveo<; VtlCOV l1to'tpo<; EXOV OVO/-W.

(CEG383)

54 Gardiner 1930, 61. This holds true even in distinguishing gods from one another. Archaic gods needed
accoutrements in order for the viewer to identifY them (Waldstein 1880, 168-69).

55 As Hyde 1921 remarks, it is difficult to know for certain when athletic statues began to "move." His two
classifications (at rest or in motion) present us with no difference in easier identification of the individual;
that will always be unknown without the inscription. Athletic statues are easier to attribute when it comes
to statues in motion, since theirs will suggest a particular event, usually with some athletic equipment
pertinent to the victor's event (171).

56 Smith 2007, 103.
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Cyniscus, a boxer from famous Mantinea, dedicated this (statue)
since he was victorious, having his father's name.

All the information provided permits viewers, at least those with a minimal level of

literacy, to recognize the athlete. In the case of the youth's statue, the pose or other

boxing attributes will help place the figure in a particular event, but the victor's identity

depends upon the inscription. Not only does the inscription provide the name of the

athlete, but it also proclaims his glory. Viewers learn the event he won, the reason for

erecting the object, and whence his glory comes.

The significance of the statue depended, in some respect, upon words and a

viewer.57 Without this inscription, the individual's glory would be lost. The viewer could

recognize it as a statue commemorating an athletic victory, but whose glory it represented

would be forgotten. As Yi-Fu Tuan states, "Words are necessary to sustain the potency of

a visual symbol.,,58 Likewise, without the viewer who had the ability to continue the kleas

of the athlete by reporting it, the inscription was powerless.59 Each time a viewer stopped

to look at the statue and read the inscription, the glory of the victor would be renewed

through the viewer's engagement with the memory preserved in the image and words.60

Victory odes use the tapas that songs have the ability to overcome oblivion and

preserve glory through light imagery. Pindar describes the ability ofarete to endure as a

57 Tuan 1980,466.

58 Ibid., 467.

59 Steiner 1998, 145.

60 Kurke 1993, 146.
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quality dependent upon songs illustrious in nature, lCA.etVmc; aOtomc; (Pythian 3.114).

Pindar's darkness motif representing the oblivion of forgetfulness-seen earlier in the

passage of the man seething in darkness--eannot last when confronted with the image of

light that permeates his poetry. Like Olympian l's fire, which stands out in the night, or

the pyre for the Heraclids (Isthmian 4.65-66), victory odes pierce through the darkness

carrying the glory of the athlete with them, thus preventing his kleos from fading from

memory.61 Much like their statuary counterparts, odes have a very strong connection to

memory.

The memory preserved in epinician odes needs to be represented as true. There is

a concern with using true songs in order to immortalize the victor and his glory.62

Bacchylides frames the debt of praise within the framework of truth (cruv aA.u- IOEig of:

nav A.<XJ.l1tet xpeoc;, Ode 8.20-21). As Segal suggests, aA.f}Oeta ("truth") bridges the

past-the athlete's victory-to the future, overcoming oblivion with a lCA.EOC; &<j>Ot'tOV.63

Truth mattered to Hesiod in his works, and he invoked the help of the Muses who had the

ability to make a man sing false or true songs (Theogony 27-28). The epinician poets,

realizing the importance of truth, either stressed true songs or looked to goddesses for

help. Ode 1 by Bacchylides invoked Clio, while Pindar acknowledged that the Muses

enjoyed singing of great contests (Nemean 1.11-12).64 Here, Pindar took Hesiod's truth

telling Muses and made them eager to sing of contests (aeOA.ffiv), thereby establishing

61 Kantzios 2004, 111.

62 Ibid., 112

63 Segal 1985, 200.

64 Nemean 1.11-12: lleyaAffiv S ' atElA.ffiv IMolou IJ£llv(icrElm cjltA.ci.
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contests as vehicles for conveying truth over time. He further bolstered this connection by

calling Olympia the ()EmtotV' oAa9E.ia<; ("mistress of truth") in Olympian 8.2. Pindar

created a new marker for truth, and anyone who won at the games would be part of it.

The victor is a worthy subject for song because of his relationship to truth. Kleos

garnered from his athletic victory rings true and ought to be preserved. With truth, praise

can and must be sung for the sake of memory.

While Pindar claims, with the help of the Muse, that he speaks the truth, and to

some extent he does, we must remember that the truth Pindar espouses is actually "truth"

as he shapes it. Surely, he is commemorating events that really did happen, but Pindar has

been hired to create these poems. Pindar relies on ''truth'' to divert attention from the fact

that he is working for profit, which had associations with deceit.65 Instead of expressing

various negative aspects associated with poetry for profit, Segal states, "Pindar's art (as

he asserts) serves a single, permanent goal,',(i6 in this case, Truth. Pindar casts the victor

in a flattering way despite the lack of truthfulness in the representation. Truth becomes

Pindar's guard against falsity by connecting truth with the divine. In other words, truth

becomes a rhetorical tool for Pindar to legitimize his work.

Time also plays an important role in victory odes. The purpose of erecting a statue

is to have a physical reminder that will last, something that the ode cannot replicate.67

Instead, the poet must use ideas such as truth and time to remind the audience that the

glory of the athlete should be remembered. Bacchylides' Ode 3, despite gaps in the text,

65 Segal 1986, 66.

66 Ibid., 66.

67 Smith 2007, 92.
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presents a man's arete as something that does not die with the body, but is increased by

the Muses, and by extension, song (90_93).68 Despite the transitory nature of our physical

being, time cannot vanquish a man's excellence. Pindar portrays time as the ultimate

arbitrator of a man's future glory. Since truthful memory must be the preserver of kleos,

Pindar states, 0 't' ESEA£YXrov Jl6vo~ I aA..U8EWV ETIl't'UJlOV I Xp6vo~ ("the only one who

puts genuine truth to the test is time," Olympian 10.53-55). The enjambment of Xp6vo~

emphasizes that only time can tell whose glory will remain. Time and truth are vital

poetic methods for the continuation of the memory of a man's kleos.

This connection to memory once again places us within the dialogue of

immortality, this time with cultic allusions. Poetry mediates between mortals and the

divine in part by association with cult and ritua1.69 These epinician odes would have been

performed in a public celebration upon the victor's return home. With this performance

came other festival aspects such as those mentioned in Ode 3 by Bacchylides (15-16).70

The victor's return was a cause for celebration, which had events nearly identical to those

for festival days devoted to the gods. The kleos of the athlete, the song, and the festival

temporarily lifted the victor to the position of the divine through cult practices.71 The

lines between mortal and immortal became blurred through ritual and song. We must see

68 ape'ta[~ ye Jl]ev ou Jllvu8et I [3po'tcOv UJlU a[roJlu]n <!>eyyo~, aUa IMouaa vtV 'tp[e<!>et.]

69 Segal 1981, 79.

70 This ode provides the image of sacrificial animals, which provided meat for all those attending the
festival activities, piled upon altars.

71 Kantzios 2004,114; Segal 1981, 81.
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epinician odes as part of those rites, another medium through which the kleos of the

athlete enters into the realm of immortality.

The epinician presentation of cultic immortality fmds expression in mythic

examples. Isthmian 4 uses comparisons to execute this. Unlike Heracles, Ajax could not

achieve physical immortality: he was not the son of Zeus. Since his life was cut short

through suicide, Ajax' excellence needed a medium in order to maintain it. Homer

became the vessel that transmitted the corrected honor (6pero(mt~ apE'tclv) of Ajax

throughout the world (35-39).72 The cultic rites performed for the Heraclids demonstrated

that, despite being the offspring of Heracles, they were mortal beings whose bodies could

not last for eternity. Piercing through the dark night, the pyre with offerings

metaphorically preserved the kleos of the dead with its flames wafting to the heavens,

symbolically permitting them to enter the ranks ofthe immortals.73 The conventions of

the epinician song allow these images to allude to the "immortality" of mortal men and

establish them as figures in cult rites. While these two examples do not involve athletic

figures, their appearance in victory odes and their use by Pindar sets them up as models

for athletic immortality.

Aspects of athletic commemoration also correspond to cult practice, all of which

tie into the preservation of the victor's kleos. The similarity of athletic victor statues to

those of the gods no doubt reminded the viewer ofcult statues. In fact, the athlete, his

family, or his home polis erected victor statues as a dedication-the verb most often used

72 Pindar goes on to say, 'tOU'to yap a8avu'tov <proVUEV ep1tEl, Id 'tl<; d) dlttl 'tl (40-41).

73 Segal 1981, 77-81.
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in inscriptions was ave9TlKe-for the victory.74 Viewers would return to the statues

dedicated at Olympia or other sites every time the games convened at a predetermined

date and time, just as with rituals. Through the viewing of the statues, the remembrance

of the past and the continuation of memory through the present ensured the future life of

the athlete and his kleos. Songs achieved the same result, because their very reason for

existence was to recall a past victory for those in the present. Epinician odes created a

link with the past by recalling the victorious ancestors of the living athlete. Here was a

way for the living to contact the dead, or even the gods, through the medium of song. As

Segal suggests, Pindar, in a vivid analogy, offers up his poems as libations (Olympian

6.91 and 7.1-11; Isthmian 6.1_3).75

These items of commemoration closely parallel the reality of hero cults focused

around athletes. The increase of hero cults, particularly those of athletes, appears to be a

phenomenon of the late sixth and early fifth centuries BeE (the formative years of Greek

athletics).76 This connection between athlete and cult is not random; moreover, all the

stephanitic games have a mythic origin in hero cultS.77 Often an archetypal story

74 Whether or not these statues are votive offerings is debated in Hyde 1921,38-39. Hyde suggests that
early victory statues were not votive, but instead were property of the gods in whose area they were
erected. He does note that this is not the case by the time Pausanias visited Greece in the second century
CEo Pausanias delineates between statues dedicated to gods and those which were awarded to victors (01 oe
ciVOP1UVt€\; 'trov Vtlcrovwv ev USAoU A.Oycp ocj>tm KUt 01)-.01 OtOov'tat 5.21.1). Rouse 1902 suggests that
they were most likely votives, particularly those erected in the victor's home polis (168). This debate
supports the idea of the ambiguity inherent in many victor statues. The statues suggest divine and human at
the same time, not surprising due to the anthropomorphic nature of their gods, but an important observation
nonetheless.

75 Segal 1985, 208.

76 Lattimore 1988, 252. For example, Herodotus 5.47 mentions the cult ofPhilippos of Coton: OUl oe 'to
erou'tou KUA.Ao\; ';VElKa'tO nupa ' EyEo'tutrov 'to. OUOEt\; UA.A.O\;· ent yap 'tou mcj>ou uumu iJprolOV
10PUOU/.I£V01 SuoiUm uU'tov lA.UOKov'tut.
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surrounded athletic hero cult. These stories consisted of some wrong done to the honor of

a victor or his statue.78 In these stories, statues of the victors play an important role-the

troubles resulting from dishonoring the victor are not usually resolved until the statue is

respected. The pairing of word and image in cult seems to have been used to assist in the

process of preserving the memory of the athletic victor, as with statue and epigram, or in

the formation of a cult involving an athlete. Even Cleobis and Biton, described as

ae8Ao<!>6pOt ("prize bearers"), were remembered in both story and statue, as told in

Herodotus 1.31.2-5.79 This close connection of statue and story should come as no

surprise since both were heading towards the same goal. They were works commissioned

to celebrate a victor.

Although epinician odes and statues preserve the victorious athlete, it is in their

execution that a strained relationship forms. In fact, there seems to be contention over

which is the better form of commemoration. Pindar began his Nemean 5 by slyly

denigrating the craft of <ivopwv't'01tOtOt ("statue-makers"). He denies that he is of that

profession, one that creates static works unable to move from their bases. Instead, his

77 Currie 2005,57.

78 Fontenrose 1968 lists the similarities between the stories of four famous athletes who became objects of
hero cults: Kleomedes, Guthykles, Oibotas, and Theagenes. All these accounts somehow involve the
harming of the athlete's honor. Another important theme is the victor statue and the power it sometimes
possesses. See also Currie 2005, 130-133.

79 The brothers, besides being athletic victors, perform a feat ofgreat strength by pulling the wagon in order
for their mother to reach the festival for Hera on time. Their action can be cast in an athletic light where
they are competing on course, not against others, but time itself. As they cross the "fmish" line, they are
surrounded by the townspeople, and received the praise of the men. With their mother pleased with her
sons, she asked the goddess to give her sons 'to civ6pom:q> 'tUXElV apunov Ean (1.31.4). The nature of their
fate without a doubt produces a ilio~ acjl6t'tov and makes them immortal. Dying in the temple, the men are
commemorated with statues at Delphi, a Panhellenic site with the potential to reach a wide audience, who
then can spread the brothers' kleos throughout the Greek world. Cleobis and Biton, despite all of their other
accolades, garnered this honor ffi<; civaprov cipla'tffiV yEVOJ.L€VffiV (1.31.5).
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work is active, ready to leave on any vessel departing from Aegina (2_3).80 Segal sees

Pindar's description of mobile words as a way to explore the idea that, by their very

nature, words, unlike statues, can be used to examine deeper issues. Statues stand on their

bases like lumps of bronze unable to discuss moral issues, or say much of anything.

Much like Pindar, Segal portrays statues as less ambiguous forms of commemoration,

something steady and permanent and only accessible to those who travel to specific

locations where the statues have been erected.81 Their manifestation does allot them

something that song cannot: a physical presence. Plastic commemorations locate the

memory of an athletic victory in a specific place, thus creating a permanent visual

reminder of the kleos, at least until it wears away. Epinician odes, for all their

complexities and nuances, cannot be molded into any solid form.

The shortcomings in each of the commemorations do not make one better than the

other; instead, they utilize each other's conventions to enhance their commemorative

function. Earlier, we saw how statues and epigrams worked together to identitY the

athlete. Similar information on statuary inscriptions also appeared in epinician odes.

Granted, their presentation is not as straightforward as those on statue bases, but the same

data is used. Since the intended audience of the epinician ode knew for whom the poem

was written, Pindar, Bacchylides, or other poets did not have to present the victor's

statistics in the same way as the craftsman chiseling the inscription. Fellow residents

80 Pindar's word choices here illustrate this dichotomy later scholars seem to accentuate. Segal notes that
EAlvUcrOV'ta, EO"'tUO'ta, and the intensive uu'tu£ all emphasize the immovability of statues in comparison to
the movement granted to his yAUlCciu aOloa. The poet uses cr'tEtXE and OWyyEAAotO"U to illustrate the
movement capable by his words. They, unlike statues, can spread the news of a victory through space.

81 Segal 1974, 401-402, 409. He notes, "The changelessness of stone is not the fitting vehicle for the
complex image ofhuman reality which the poet has to depict" (410-411).
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cheered on the hometown victor, so that information was less necessary, but was still

important in order to fully preserve the atWete's glory. Only when the text set sail, as

Nemean 5 suggests, did the details of the victory playa more prominent role for the

audience. This helped the listener understand the subject of the poem and associate the

subject with a specific victory in the same wayan inscription did for a statue.82 For

example, here is Bacchylides' Ode 6:

Aaxrov ~tOe; J!Eyia'tou
AaXE <j>Ep'ta'tov 1t08Eam
Ku80e; E1t' ,AA<j>EOU 1tpoxoa'ia[t VtKroV,
8t' oaaa 1tapOt9EV
aJ.!1tEAo'tpO<j>Ov KEov
anaav 1to't' ,OAuJ.11ti~
1tUS 'tE Kat a'ta8wv Kpa'tEu
aav] a'tE<j>avOte; e9dpae;
vEaviat ~pOOV'tEe;.

aE 8E vuv avaStJ.1oA1tOU
Oupaviae; 1)J.1voe; £Kan viK[ae;
,Apta'toJ.tEVEwV
ro 1t08avEJ.10V 'tEKOe;,
yEpaipn 1tp08oJ.1ote; aot
8me;, on a'ta8wv Kpanl
aae; KEOV EUKAElSae;.

Lachon has obtained the best kudos from greatest Zeus with his feet along
the outpouring of Alpheus [the victories] through which young men whose
heads were abounding with crowns previously have sung of vine-nurturing
Ceos having won at Olympia in boxing and the foot race. Now, on account
of victory, the hymn of Urania, queen of song, honors you, son of
Aristomenes, swift as the wind, in songs before your house because
having won the foot race you have brought kleos to Ceos.

This shorter ode provides the name, the event (foot race), the location (mentioned twice:

by Alpheus and Olympia), and the atWete's home polis, Ceos. For the original audience,

82 Steiner 1993, 172.
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these data were not needed, so they unfold slowly without the rapid progress indicative of

victory epigrams. Bacchylides places the listener within the celebration by his use of the

present verb, yepaipet. Lachon's victory was in the past, both within the narrative and

grammatically, but the praise continues into the present as the U/-lVOC; offers honor for the

athlete. Epinician odes use, yet adapt, the epigraphic identification strongly associated

with victor statues, as Bacchylides' Ode 6 shows.

Odes also have the listener rely on visual aspects seemingly more apt for statues.

Deborah Tarn Steiner's work, Images in Mind: Statues in Archaic and Classical Greek

Literature and Thought, responds to Pindar's comment that statues are stationary objects

of commemoration. Steiner posits that poetry actually borrowed imagery from statues,

which added a visual aspect to its representation. Although the odes of Pindar could

travel far and wide, they did benefit from the visual reality of plastic monuments. Words

used by Pindar, such as kosmos ("ornament"), agalma (here, "statue"), and kalliston

("most beautiful") allow him to suggest visual objects. These words create an image that

then forges a physical monument in the mind of the viewer. As the process of

visualization transpires in the audience's mind, the mentally created monument must

compete with other stimuli, much as the row ofvictory statues inundates the visitor at the

various athletic compounds. The image, whether physical or mental, must catch the eye

in order for the viewer to stop, admire the work, and continue the process of

commemoration.83 Word and image work together to make the victor's achievement

83 Steiner 2001, 259-262. Francis 2009 also explores the relationship between text and image. For the
Greeks, both the visual and verbal are limited in their abilities, but rely on each other. Francis states,
"without the image, the words would lose their meaning and purpose" (11). The audience ofany epinician
ode became a viewer since words express the visual (7).
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stand apart, making his "statue" worthy of note, and ultimately continuing the kleos he

won in his event.

In his effort, Pindar becomes a monument maker, despite his claims otherwise.

Steiner notes that Pindar begins Pythian 7 by laying a foundation upon which the rest of

his song can build.84 In Nemean 8, Pindar notes the relative ease with which he can erect

a Muse's stone monument to the deceased Megas (46-48). Since he presents the athlete at

his moment of glory, "Pindar has taken the athlete's body and displayed it in the manner

of an agalma bound to delight those who play audience to his piece:,s5 He molds the

victor in order to create an image for the listener, an image of a man at his peak of his

glory and beauty, as discussed earlier. The statue maker and Pindar both sculpt the athlete

into an idealized figure onto which his kleos can be placed. Once again, epinician poetry

borrows aspects from victor statues in order to bolster the athlete and his achievement.

Whether or not statues are a better form of commemoration than odes is a moot

point; what matters is their reciprocal relationship. Words and image, while they

articulate commemoration in two different spheres of materiality, actually benefit when

they build upon each other. A certain level of commonality occurs, as Steiner notes: "the

power of words to generate images and of representations to embody words. ,,86

Commissioned for the same reason, poets planted their works in the visual and

<iv8pwV'to1toWt ("statue makers") used words to label their permanent works of

84 Steiner 2001, 261. KaAAtO"'tov ui l!eyuA01tOAtec; 'ASiivat l1tpootl!tOV ' AAlCl!UVtOnv dpu<J8evet yeveq,
IlCpT17tlO' aOtoiiv Il1t1toun Buu'<J8ut (1-4). Krepis is the focus ofSteiner's interpretation.

85 Steiner 1998, 139.

86 Steiner 2001,293.
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commemoration. Both make the man something worth remembering.s7 As an object of

aesthetic pleasure, his figure becomes an adornment for his polis, including the kleos

embodied in the statue. Therefore, the mutual exchange of imagery between the two, and

the conventions of each medium, strengthen their intended purpose: the maintaining and

continuation of the victor's kleos.

Pelops in Olympian 1 provides a final example of a mortal who achieved

immortality through his athletic achievement. Having won the first Olympic chariot race,

Pelops became a great leader whose glory continued on long after his death.

vuv 0 ' tv ai!-1aKo'\)piat~

<l'YA,adim !-1E!-1tK'tat,
,AAlj>eou nopO? KA,t9ei~,

'tu!-1[30v <l!-1lj>tnoA,ov exrov nOA,1X;evro'to'to? napa
~ro!-14'>. 'to of: KA£O~

'tTlMgev oEoopKe 'tUv 'OA,!-1'U1ttoorov tv Opo!-10t~

rrEA,OnO~,tva 'taX'U'ta~noooov tpi~e'tat

<lK!-1ai 't' icrxuo~9pacrUnovot'
o VtKOOV of: A,Ot1tOV O!-1lj>t ~io'tov

exet l-lEA,t'toecrcrav e-uoiav
OE9A,rov 'Y' eveKev.

(Olympian 1.90-99)

Now he has been mixed in splendid blood sacrifices, reclining along the
ford of Alpheus, possessing a frequented tomb beside an altar visited by
many guests. The kleos of Olympian festivals gleams in the races of
Pelops from afar, where swiftness of foot and bold toil of strength at its
zenith contend. The victor, around his remaining life, has honey-sweet
calm so far as the games provide it.

Pindar situates the audience in a specific spot where the memory can be located

and recalled. While there is no statue in Pelops' likeness, he does have an altar as a

87 "Like poems, the statues describe the personal excellence and superiority that achieved victory and
justified a permanent memorial" (Smith 2007,103).
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physical reminder. The kleos in the poem shines forth like polished bronze for all to see.

His use of the light metaphor allows the glory of the games to catch our eye and escape

the dark oblivion of forgetting. Men at the top of their physical prowess-perfect models

for statues-are competing for kleos. The use of the middle tpiSE'tat reflects the idea that

these events are not for the joy of the sport, but for the chance of gaining kleos.88 We are

also reminded of the mortality of the athlete, for his days will be tranquil only as long as

he lives. After his death, Pelops' glory will be kept alive through cult practice. The blood

libations and visitors to the tomb have promoted this mortal victor to the domain of a

hero or a god. Most importantly, a song has preserved this memory for the sake of

continuing its life long after the subject of the account is dead.

Athletic competition provided a Greek athlete with more than physical activity.

Competing in an event or entering a team of horses for the chariot races allowed a Greek

male the chance to gain Ideos by winning his event. Since the athlete had achieved

something of note, he could commemorate the deed to let others know of it. It was

through acts of commemoration, particularly victory odes and statues, that the memory of

the athlete and his glory had the potential to remain long after his death. For a mortal man

to stand out from the darkness of oblivion, he needed glory: Ideos arising from his arete

exhibited in athletic contests. Both epinician odes and victor statues preserved the glory

of the victor. From the manifestation of his Ideos either in epinician odes or victor statues,

88 Gerber 1982, 148 agrees with Gildersleeve 1899 that this verb should be taken as a middle and not a
passive. Gildersleeve 1899 defmes this verb as "the middle ofreciprocal action, as if we had 7tOOEC; 'tuXciC;
Ept~OV'tUt" (137).
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the athlete gained immortality. In doing so, the poet and the sculptor made the man

immortal much as hero cults preserved the glory of a mortal hero.

Song had the ability to preserve the truthful glory of a man. Truth, at least the

truth used as a rhetorical device by Pindar, allowed the memory of the victor to overcome

the power of oblivion, a threat to the kleos of the athlete. By creating odes entrenched in

truth that came from the divine, such as from the Muses, Pindar framed the victory as an

event which not only was a necessary remembrance, but also one that could stand the

ravages of time. The imagery utilized by Pindar portrayed the glory of victor as a blazing

fire in the night, and, like the flames licking the sky, the victor could metaphorically

ascend to the realm of the immortal gods, preserved with KA£O<; &<j>91'toV. Pindar's

imagery also created allusions to cult practices, thus furthering the preservation of the

atWete's memory. A few atWetic victors did receive hero cult status, which placed them

in the same ranks as mythical heroes such as Heracles. This comparison enhanced the

glory and the immortality of the victor.

Statues could confer immortality on the athlete. Like odes, statues also aligned the

atWete to cult practices. The similarities between early victor statues and those of the

gods blurred the lines, at least artistically, between the human and divine. An athlete

commissioned a statue in order to have a permanent embodiment of his kleos, but the

form could not stand alone, as with the epinician odes. Without the label providing the

athlete's name, patronymic, and the event won, his glory would be lost: the statue would

just represent an unknown figure. The pairing of word and image was necessary in order

to maintain the memory of the victor. The relationship between image and word played a
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role in the formation ofvictory odes as well. In some of his poems, Pindar used the

information found in the statuary epigrams, but adapted it for stylistic reasons. The

pairing of word and image only increased the chances of survival of the victor and his

kleos.

The remaining chapters discuss the acts of commemoration that originate from

another type of agon in Greek life: war. Victory in battle offered Greek male citizens the

chance to gain arete, which garnered them eternal memory much as the athlete's victory

did.89 The subjects of commemoration become broader, as individuals receive praise as a

collective unit. The singular nature of athletic competition, at least in the stephanitic

games, now gives way to a cohesive fighting corps organized to protect the city from

outside aggressors. With the soldiers' victory, the polis also obtains glory since the

soldiers fought, possibly losing their lives, for the city. In fact, the praise seems to How

more freely for those who gave their lives during the course of battle. While the athletic

victor himself hired craftsmen, either of odes or statues, the men commemorated in these

last two chapters received their glory only after their death. Their home polis doles out

the funds for commemorative monuments or issues the praise for its soldier citizens.

Despite the change in venue from the stadion to the battlefield, there will be similar

approaches to commemoration and the formation of an eternal memory. First, our

attention shall turn to a battle that was decisive, at least in the minds of the Athenian

victors, the one which took place at Marathon during the Persian Wars. This battle

receives focus because of the change in how the Athenians commemorated it in the years

89 The similarities between athletics and warfare go beyond the acquiring ofareti!. See Pritchard 2009 for
further examples.



after the battle. Originally, the fonns of commemoration reflected traditional archaic

practices, but starting in the 460s and after, the Athenians began using the battle and its

representations to illustrate and assert their political power.
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CHAPTER II

MEMOIDESOFMARATHON

In the year 490 BCE, the invading Persian army engaged Greek forces consisting

of Athenians and their allly, the Plataeans from Boeotia, on the plain of Marathon in

Attica. Herodotus recounted the battle that ended in a victory for the Athenians and

Plataeans in the sixth book of his Histories (102-117).90 The defeat of a much larger army

provided Athenians the opportunity to preserve a shining moment in the history of their

polis. Actions taken right after the battle ensured that the battle site would stay in the

memory of the citizens and the city. Accustomed monuments of victory and the burial of

the war dead took place at the plain of Marathon, and these both altered the physical

landscape and brought about conceptual changes in the minds of those visiting the site.

By piling up the very earth of the site to construct a burial mound, the typical burial for

war dead in this period, the Athenians' alteration of the landscape made their deceased

soldiers a part of the location. The construction of a tropaion ("trophy") on the spot of the

enemy's rout was another measure often undertaken by a victorious army. As a result of

these changes, visitors to the site recognized that something worth remembering

happened there. By increasing the sacred nature of the battlefield, later cult practices also

influenced how the site was viewed. While the forms of commemoration at Marathon

90 Schreiner 2004 and Mackenzie 1934 provide further descriptions of the battles.
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were not all that unusual for battle site honors, they did mark out the space as a place

deserving to be remembered.

Initial commemorations helped preserve the battle, but it was the actions taken

some time afterwards that really allowed the war dead and the memory of the battle to

exist into posterity. Rites and offerings for the dead in the burial mound, or soros, placed

the dead in the realm of hero cult, but only after the polis granted them this honor. The

cremated soldiers became objects of cult just as a victorious athlete did with the

formation of or the allusion to cult practices. Every soldier in the soros received this

honor since all the soldiers' names were inscribed on stelai atop the mound. At home, the

battle of Marathon was linked to other great battles, battles carried out in the distant past

of myth. This change, beginning in the 460s BeE, placed the battle and the war dead in

the timeless narrative of myth, as it appears on the Stoa Poikile' s mural, which depicts

Marathon alongside the sack of Troy and the battle against the Amazons. The battle site

even gained a new monument, a permanent marble tropaion, during this ideological

reshaping of the battle, thereby shifting the site from one of temporary victory to that of

an everlasting event in Athenian history. It was the reconfiguration of the battle site as a

memorial and the change in interpretation of the battle that confIrmed the immortality of

the Battle of Marathon and the soldiers killed in the battle; and these actions made

Marathon a complex lieu de memoire whose meaning changed over time to fIt the needs

of the Athenians.

At Marathon, the polis, by marking a place with a monument or a memorial,

preserved a triumph of its political and military strength. For the purposes of this chapter,
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I shall use the term monument to refer to specific objects erected on the battle site, taking

the term as Marita Sturken defines it: an anonymous object built to preserve a victory.

Memorial will describe the battle site as a whole due to the names attached to it (i.e., the

names on the stelai of the burial mound). The plain of Marathon, in antiquity, would have

had names associated with the site; in order to provide clarity, I shall use Sturken's term

memorial for the all the commemorations on the battlefield.91

Commemorations provide sites with a new intrinsic value, as they tie a memory to

a physical location. The selection of a site, due to an important event occurring there,

serves to maintain the glory attached to it. Herodotus wrote that in spite of their inferior

number, the Athenians at Marathon fought the Persians in a manner worth preserving

(e/-.ulxov'to asiro~ AOyou).92 Victory at Marathon offered the Athenians an opportunity to

sustain a memory of an event outside of the borders of the polis by anchoring it to a

physical location. Only those memories deemed important to the city-state had

monuments and memorials created for them. This victory will be remembered by the

society because it erected monuments and a memorial to preserve it.93 Only a

"commemorative vigilance," a term used by Pierre Nora, on the part of the polis and its

citizens could prevent the memory from fading as time advances.94

91 Sturken 1991, 120-12l.

92 6.112.

93 Mayo 1988, 72.

94 Nora 1989,12.
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Before exploring the reconfiguration of the site and how the battle site was

interpreted, it is necessary to visualize the location. Pausanias' account provides the most

detailed ancient record of the layout of the battle site.

BTl/lOC; ean Mapa9d>v taov 'rilc; 1tOA.eOJC; 'trov ' A9T\vatOJv anexOJv Kat
Kapoo'tou 'rilc; ev Eu~ol(r 'tau't'U 'rilc;' A'tnK~C; eaxov Ot ~ap~apol Kat
jlaX1J 'tE eKpa'rJ19T\aav Kat n vue; <be; avfwov'to amoA.eaav 'trov VEroV.
'ta<j>oc; BE ev 'tql1tEBtcp ,A9T\valOJv eanv, e1tt BE amql a'rilAat 'to 6vojla'ta
'trov a1t09avov'tOJv Ka'to <j>uAixC; EKaa'tOJv exouaat, Kat E'tEPOC;
IlAa'tatEUm BOlOJ'trov Kat BOUAOlc;...Kat wBpoc; eanv iBi<;t jlv~jla
MlAnaBou 'tou KljlOJvoC;... 1tE1tOtT\'tat BE Kat 'tp67talOv Ai90U A.eUKOU.

(Pausanias 1.32.3-5)

There is a demos, Marathon, that is an equal distance away from the polis
of Athens and the polis of Carystus in Euboea. At this location in Attica,
the barbarians landed, were conquered in battle, and lost some of their
ships as they sailed away. There is, on the plain, a tomb of the Athenians
on top of which stelai had the names of all the dead according to their
tribes. There was another tomb for the Plataeans of Boeotia and
slaves...and there is a memorial for a man, Miltiades, son of Cimon, in a
separate place...and a tropaion of white stone has been made.

Although Pausanias visited Greece in the second century CE, his account is still used to

understand the site in the period after the battle in the fifth century BCE.95 The trophy of

white stone-a replacement for an earlier version erected right after the battle-and

possibly the monument to Miltiades were not immediate additions to the landscape, but

the mounds certainly would have been.96

While a typical burial for the dead at the site of the battle, the Marathon soros had

some unique characteristics compared to other mounds from that period. The standard

95 E.g. Jacoby 1944; Hammond 1968; West III 1969; Schreiner 2004.

96 The monument to Miltiades certainly was a presence at the site, but since most secondary sources (e.g.,
Vanderpool 1966; Hammond 1968) mention it in passing, I will not focus attention on it.
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nature of the Marathon burial seems at odds with Thucydides' comment in the second

book of his history of the Peloponnesian War, particularly if taken at face value.97

Kat ad EV au'tc9 Sa1t'to'UQ't 'toi>~ EK 'troy 1tOAEllrov 1tATW "(E 'toi>~ EV
MapaSrovt' EKEtVroV 5£ 5w1tpE1t1l 'tilv apETilV KptVav'tE~ au'tou Kat
'tOY 'ta<j>ov E1tOt'T\(mv.

(2.34.5)
They [the Athenians] always bury those from wars in this place [the
Kerameikos, where the public cemetery is] except those at Marathon.
They made their tomb there since they determined the arete of those men
was distinguished.

Despite Thucydides' assertion otherwise, polyandria burial on the battlefield was the

most common Hellenic burial practice, and certainly for the Athenians at the time of the

Persian Wars.98 The three features of this group burial uncovered by archaeologists made

the tomb of the Athenians very similar in construction to those from the seventh and early

sixth centuries, when cremation was the predominate treatment for the body, although the

Plateans and the slaves were not cremated.99 A mound of dirt covered a cremation tray

97 Here, Thucydides blurs the line between historical fact and his presentation of events. He provides an
example of soldiers who offered up their lives, the very thing he will later have Pericles state in his funeral
oration as the source of praise for those who act in that way (2.43.2), thus supporting the message of the
funeral oration with a example from the past. To be sure, there were other Athenian battlefield burials,
Plataea for one (Herodotus 9.85), but as Haruo Konishi noted, "Thucydides' emphasis is not on the fact that
the burial at Marathon was the only exception, but that that exception most clearly demonstrated the
Athenians' respect for human virtue. Whether there were other battlefield burials or not was not his
concern" (Konishi 1980, 35 n. 19). I agree to some extent with Konishi's conclusion, but in light of
ideological changes explained later in this chapter, there might be some shaping of the truth to reflect the
new presentation ofMarathon. Simon Hornblower translates the phrase "only after the battle of Marathon,"
and notes the troublesome nature of the phrase due to the other examples ofbattlefield burial (Hornblower
1991,294).

98 Jacoby 1994,42.

99 Whitley 1994,215-217; Morris 1987,21; Kurtz and Boardman 1971,79-80 describes the process of
building a mound and mentions the burial of the Plataeans and the slaves (247). Notopoulos 1941 discusses
the status of the slaves buried at Marathon.
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holding the ashes of the deceased soldiers (two of the three features).1Oo The last of the

three features was an external trench for the placement of offerings. The presence of the

tray and the trench set Marathon apart from other battle site burials in the fifth century,

for a mound typically had one but not the other.10I Also unique to the Marathon mounds

were the stelai placed on top of the soros mentioned by Pausanias. Separately, many of

the components of the burial were aligned with other polyandria burials of the fifth

century, but, as a composite whole, the soros appears to be unique.

An important aspect of the mound's distinctive nature lies in its bridging two

types of Athenian burials. The soros at Marathon stands at a transitional point in

Athenian burial practices. As a burial mound, it shows that the Athenians had not yet

given up the practice of battlefield burials, thus continuing an established tradition.102

While the soros follows archaic practices, the stelai atop the mound were similar to the

casualty lists characteristic of Athens' public burials in the decades after the Persian

Wars. 103 Once the Athenians began bringing their dead back home for public internment,

casualty lists, which bore the names of the war dead by tribe as on the stelai at Marathon,

100 According to McKenny Hughes 190I, instead ofdigging up one spot and then piling it back up, soil was
gathered from the area. This explains the pottery, shells, stones from the nearby shoreline found in it. Early
excavations discovered pieces of pottery dated by style to be years earlier than the battle in 490. With the
process used to build the mound now understood to utilize soil from all over the site, the existence of these
objects can be explained (133, 136).

101 By 600, trenches began to disappear from mound burial, making Marathon a bit of an anomaly
(Whitley 1994,216,218).

102 Jacoby 1944,43.

103 While the general scholarly consensus makes public burial a uniquely Athenian practice (e.g. Kurtz and
Boardman 108), fmds in Megara and Boeotia suggests that other poleis had public burials, although not to
the extent that the Athenians did. See Low 2003. Casualty lists fIrst appear in stone in 465/4 or 464/3
(Jacoby 1944, 41), which corresponds with Pausanias' claim that the tomb for the dead at Drabeskos was
the fITst public burial at Athens (Jacoby 1944,48). For further discussion ofdating public burials refer to
Jacoby 1944.
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stood in the Kerameikos, the section of Athens where public burial took place. The dead

Athenian soldiers' tomb at the site of Marathon both looked back to customary archaic,

and even earlier, burials and forward to the Demosion Sema. I04 This hybrid is intriguing,

but the explanation could be as simple as James Whitley's conclusion that the Marathon

soros "may represent nothing more than an attempt to create an imposing and durable

monument, while at the same time trying to accommodate both half-remembering ancient

practices and current forms of honoring the dead.,,105

No matter where this soros fits in the timeline of Athenian burial, its main goal

was to tie the dead to a battle whose memory it was important to preserve. This tomb, and

the one containing the Plataeans and slaves, changed the landscape of the site through an

artificially constructed mound, but in the process bound the dead with the site. More than

just an addition to the plain, there existed a connection between the land and the dead;

these soldiers would spend the rest of time embraced by the earth of Greece.106 The dead

were now bound symbolically to the site of Marathon, and the immortality of the battle,

coming from the act of commemoration, could be linked to the dead through this

association. The monument oftheir glory, gained through the victory, was manifested in

the soros as a physical reminder for future generations. This brings to mind an epigram

written by Simonides for those Spartans who died at Thermopylae.

104 Whitley 1994,213,230.

105 Ibid., 228.

106 These soldiers have returned to the earth from which their ancestors were said to have sprung.
Demosthenes, in his funeral oration, mentions the tracing of ancestors to the land itself (a'AX de; o'Al1v
KOtV'ij 't1]V 1:mapxoucrav na'tpioa, ~e; m'>'t6x8ovee; 0lloAoyouv'tat dvm, 60.4).
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'troy EV eEpjlO1tUAat<; Oavov'toov
EUKAel]<; jlEV a 'tUxa, KaAO<; 0' 0 1to'tjlo<;,
~OOjlO<; 0' 0 'ta<!>o<;, 1tPO yooov OE jlvacr'tt<;, 60' OtK'tO<; E1tatVO<;'
Ev'ta<!>toV OE 'tOtou'tov EUPro<;
ouO' 6 1tavoajla'toop ajlauprocrEl xpovo<;.
avoprov uyaOrov OOE O"11KO<; oiKE'tav Euoo~lav

'EAAaoo<; etAe'to' jlap'tuEt OE Kat AEoovloa<;,
L1tap'ta<; BacrtAeu<;, apE'ta<; jlEyav AeAol1tro<;
KOcrjlOV UEvaov 'tE KA£O<;.

(PMG 531)

For those who died at Thermopylae
Their fortune is illustrious, their destiny, beautiful, Their tomb is an altar,
a remembrance instead of weeping, their pity, praise. Neither will decay
nor all-subduing time obscure such a shroud. This burial place of good
men took as an inhabitant the good reputation of Greece. Leonidas, king of
Sparta, bears witness, having left behind both a great everlasting honor of
arete and kleos.

Although Simonides wrote this epigram for a different battle, the work possesses many

conceptual similarities to the burial at Marathon. The tomb stood as a reminder (jlvacr'tt<;)

of the end of these men. Their deaths were not to be seen as lamentable, but as illustrious

(EUKAei]<;) and beautiful (KaAo<;). The poem, recalling Pindar's obsession with time,

stated that even time itself would not cause the EV'ta<!>toV to fade away.107 Since Leonidas

performed a great action, despite participating in a crushing blow to the Greek forces, he

left behind as his memory both arete and kleos, much as the men who died at Marathon

exhibited great excellence, this time with a victory, and offering their bodies to defend

107 David Campbell, in his commentary (Campbell 1982) on this epigram, says, "Ev'tuqnov, found here fIrst,
is used in the plural of funeral offerings at S. El. 326 and elsewhere, and the meaning 'such an offering (to
the dead)' fIts the present passage well. In later Greek it is used of winding-sheets (A.P. 11.125, anon.) or
funeral expenses (Plu. Arist. 27)" (384). I agree with Podlecki's decision to use "shroud," particularly
because the imagery formed by translating its as "shroud" can be extended to the idea of the earth as the
funerary wrap for the soldiers (podlecki 1968,262). The word, as Steiner suggests, most likely refers to the
monument created by the song (Steiner 1999,387).
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Athens. A physical marker helped preserve the glory of the Marathon dead: the soros.

The mound displayed their arete and kleos, and attempted to maintain them through time.

Also helping to permanently conserve the memory of the dead were the stelai

placed on the soros. Every individual killed in the battle had his name inscribed on one of

the ten stelai placed on the mound, one for each of the tribes in Athens.108 As the athlete

had his name engraved for posterity, the polis of Athens preserved the names of men who

performed a great deed on the stone stelai. They also identified the mound of dirt as a

tomb filled with the remains of the war dead. The stelai by themselves would seem like

nothing more than a list of men; with its "label" the soros was surely not confused with a

natural feature of the landscape. The pairing of name and physical reminder bolstered the

memory of the dead for the purpose of prolonging it.

Before the building of the stone trophy seen by Pausanias, the site most likely had

a tropaion consisting of a stump covered with Persian armor. This tropaion is not the

same one mentioned in Pausanias' account (this monument will be discussed later). In

order to construct a tropaion, the victors took the armor of a defeated soldier-helmet,

shield, spear, greaves, maybe a chiton and a mantle-and nailed it to a pole or tree

trunk.109 Constructed as a thank-offering to the god who lent assistance, most often Zeus

Tropaeus, the trophy marked the location where the enemy suffered its defeat: the point

where the tide turned, literally and figuratively, as its Greek origin from the verb 'tpbtro

explains. I I
0 While William C. West III suggested that with the tropaion the focus was on

108 Kurtz and Boardman 1971, 112.

109 Stroszeck 2004, 310-311. Another option was to pile shields into a small mound.
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overcoming the enemy army, not the victory per se, the trophy helped evoke the memory

of an enemy defeat for those visiting the site. By extension, the visitors might also recall

the great victory performed by the Athenians, so both the enemy's defeat and Athenian

. ld'd . h IIIVIctOry cou reSI e In t e same monument.

Unlike the mounds, the tropaion was not meant to exist permanently, but it did

help memorialize the event nonetheless. The perishable wood reflected West's synthesis

of the ancient sources that a tropaion should be made of non-permanent material in order

not to arouse jealousies or hatred from the victory, something a permanent memorial

could dO. IIZ Thus, the ephemeral quality of the trophy paralleled the Greek idea of the

uncertain and temporary nature of success in battle. I 13 So by its very nature, this tropaion

seems to express commemoration in a manner contrary to the other forms previous

discussed. While statues or the burial mound provided media for the continuation of the

memory, the tropaion temporarily preserved the glory of the event. Despite this, the

trophy still ensured that the battle survived in the mind of the viewer. Any time a visitor

came to the battle site, as Jutta Stroszeck notes, "the visibility of the trophy was of

lIO Stroszeck 2004, 309-310; West III 1969, 12-13. As such, they differ from victory anathems dedicated
after the battle in sanctuaries (Stroszeck 2004, 305).

III West III 1969, 9,12-13.10 depictions of the erection ofa tropaion, Nike, the winged figure of victory,
either brings the weapons to the pole or affIXes them to it (Stroszeck 2004,312). This strengthens the
association between a tropaion and victory, at least visually. The message of the tropaion is more
complicated, as I suggest. While West III sees the tropaion as representing the enemy's rout, Tonio
Holscher describes it as "a monumental, celebratory sign of victory" (Holscher 1998, 157). Regardless, the
tropaion is a complex image that commemorates both the weakness of the enemy and the superiority of the
victor.

Il2 West III 1969, 9. West cites Cicero, De. inv. 2.23.69, Diodorus 13.24.5-6, and Plutarch Mor. 273 as his
ancient sources. He also notes that neither Thucydides nor Xenophon mention the use of permanent
building materials for trophies built (9).

113 Ibid., 11.
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immediate importance for the recognition ofthe victory.,,1l4 This process of recalling,

aided by the presence ofthe tropaion and the burial mounds, helped tum the mind ofthe

viewer to the memory of the event and the men buried at the site. Therefore, with the

creation of these works, the piling up of earth and the erection of a battle memorial,

Marathon suddenly became marked as a new type of space, what Ian Morris called ''the

visible afterlife of victory."lIS

These physical alterations, then, interacted with and benefited from the landscape.

These objects-the mounds and the tropaion made from wood-became part of the

landscape through the use of building materials taken from the site itself Thus, these

commemorations, carried out on the battle site shortly after the battle, incorporated the

landscape into their construction. The memory, manifested in the field by the burial and

Persian arms, appropriated the permanency of the landscape in order to achieve its

purpose of preservation. Soldiers, victory, and monument became entwined with the

landscape in the process of remembrance; the memory of Marathon took shape from a

complex composite of all those aspects. As a result, the battle persisted in the collective

memory of Athens through these physical acts of commemoration, and the memory was

strengthened by its connection with the space in which the physical reminders were built.

In the discussion of the stable state of these monuments, it becomes clear that the

tropaion does not quite possess the same ability as a burial mound or names etched in

stone. As noted above, the tropaion actually has a transient character. The wood

114 Stroszeck 2004,312.

115 Morris 1992,289.
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eventually rotted, and when it did, another would not be constructed. Therefore, the

tropaion could only preserve the memory for a limited period of time. This reflected

cultural attitudes to victory-the trophy took on an apotropaic air along with its reminder

of the fleeting state of victory-but it also pointed out the authority of the Athenians.

Through the erection of a tropaion, the Athenians demonstrated that they were in

complete control of forming the battlefield memorial and the memory of the battle as they

saw fit. I 16 Despite its transitory nature, the trophy provided a sin of the power of the Attic

polis, not for the loss of life represented in the burial mounds. The soldiers' deaths were a

blow for Athens, but their action was recast in order to distract from the fact that their

lives had been lost. Instead of dwelling on the absence of the soldiers, their sacrifice for a

victory would stand as an indication of fine character. I 17

These initial forms of commemoration helped preserve the battle, and the addition

of a permanent trophy only accented the permanency of the victory's memory. Some time

in the 460s, some thirty years after the battle, the tropaion of white stone mentioned by

Pausanias was built. I 18 An approximately ten meter tall, unfluted column topped by an

116 Stroszeck 2004 concludes, "[t]he erection of a tropaion by one party means that it is in full command of
the battle site" (310).

117 Their deaths were the means through which their arete is displayed, but this became the payoff for their
sacrifice. Granted, the deceased soldiers would never enjoy their successes as victorious athletes or
surviving soldiers could, but death in battle practically guaranteed the preservation of their memory. We
shall see how this concept is pushed to its furthest limit when the offering of the body, in the time of
Pericles, is the greatest thing which any citizen can give.

liS Vanderpool 1966, 96, 105. The style of the capital places it sometime within 480-450 (Vanderpool
1966,100). Vanderpool noted that this new tropaion is concurrent with the erection of Athena Promachos
(Pausanias 1.28.2) and the Marathon monument at Delphi (Pausanias 10.10.1-2) (106). This was indicative
of the re-conceptualization occurring in Athens at this time regarding the battle of Marathon.
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Ionic capital replaced the wood and armor-covered tropaion. 119 Instead of the temporary

tropaion, which Stroszeck categorizes as a primary trophy, the Athenians now erected a

permanent white marble column (Stroszeck's permanent trophy category).120 While the

wooden memorial allowed for a modest and temporary reminder ofthe victory, the

marble column shifted the status to that of a permanent commemoration of the Athenian

and Plataean victory.l21 Marble would not decay as the wood did, so this new stone

monument prolonged the memory of victory through a longer lasting medium and a

change in the message of the monument.

The function of the previous tropaion was to emphasize the location where the

battle turned in the favor of the victor, and while there was a message of victory in that

trophy, the new marble column solidified the interpretation of the monument as one of

victory. As a reminder ofthe battle, the new Ionic column pushed aside any association

to the transitory nature of victory embodied in the primary trophy; the victory was now

permanent. 122 West III noted that with the erection of permanent monuments, a practice

started with the monuments of the Persian Wars, the meaning of the tropaion was truly

that of preserving the victory.123 Even the figure topping the column, either a Nike or a

119 See Vanderpool 1966 for the reconstruction of the column from its remaining pieces used in a medieval
tower.

120 Stroszeck 2004,303. Temporary trophies were erected right after the battle in the manner previously
described, while the permanent trophies, usually constructed of bronze or marble, went up some time later.

121 West III 1969, 11. West III also states that, "In art, the trophy has become the symbol of victory" (14).

122 Holscher 1998 also places this change in building material to the mid fifth century, although he deems
the earlier tropaion a victory monument (157).

123 West III 1969,18; Stroszeck 2004,309. Permanent trophies, as Stroszeck states, were usually for events
whose "long-term results were anticipated by the end of the battle" (320). Marathon and the column erected
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stone replica of a tropaion, as conjectured by Eugene Vanderpool, supports the belief that

this column is now a permanent record of victory. 124 This new tropaion stood to

permanently indicate a victory of the Athenians and Plataeans, instead of as a temporary

trophy marking the rout of the enemy.

This permanent monument, part of a program of preserving the great

achievements of the Persian Wars, became a symbol of Athenian greatness, one which

Greek writers could utilize. Aristophanes mentions a tropaion in three of his works:

Knights, Wasps, and Lysistrata. West III feels that, if Aristophanes were referring to a

traditional form of tropaion, it would have been in a deteriorated condition by

Aristophanes' time and would not be suitable for use as the Marathon trophy. While there

might be some validity to his reasoning, Vanderpool's dating provides the most

convincing evidence that Aristophanes must have been talking about a stone tropaion. 125

In the earliest of the three plays, Knights from 424, and the Wasps of 422, Aristophanes'

similar word choice presented the tropaion at Marathon as the standard by which good

actions were measured. In both plays, he uses the neuter plural adjective ~ta to frame

actions as things worthy of the trophy at Marathon (Knights, 1334; Wasps, 711).126 The

leader of the male chorus in Lysistrata motivates his fellow chorus members to act by

at Salamis are examples of this interest in using permanent monuments (Stroszeck 2004, 304). See West III
1969, 15-17 for a discussion of the column at Salamis.

124 Vanderpool 1966, 106. The damage to the figure is too extensive to determine an exact identification.

125 West III 1969,12; n. 27.

126 Knights: 'rile; yap 1tOAEroc; a~ta 1tpCl-t'tEte; Kat W'\) Mapa8rovt 'tpo1taiou (1334); Wasps: a~ta 'rile; rile;
a1tOAaUOV-tEe; Kat w'\) 'V Mapa8rovt 'tpo1taiou (711).
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suggesting that if they do nothing, the tropaion at Marathon may as well not exist

(285).127

In these three examples, the Marathon trophy represents the battle site and its

associations with Athenian greatness. Aristophanes appears to view the tropaion as a

marker ofvictory, one which indicates the great achievement of the Athenians who

fought there: the smaller Athenian force that repelled the large Persian army, and those

who gave their lives and were buried in their own soros. The comic playwright mentions

Marathon, because it has great symbolic capital for his audience, due to the prominence

of its memory. Simply mentioning the tropaion recalls the victory, the burial mound, and

the tropaion. The fear ofLysistrata's male chorus not acting in accordance with those at

Marathon is enough to threaten the very existence ofthe trophy, the loss of which could

annihilate the memory ofthe battle as well. The marble column, standing in for the whole

site, inspires the men to act in a manner appropriate for the descendents of the soldiers at

Marathon.128 Other later writers also rely on the tropaion at Marathon to suggest great

Athenian achievement, for even many years later, the image of Marathon still remains

important.129 While Aristophanes never mentions the men buried at Marathon, the

connection between them and the site, which is bound up in the image of the trophy,

allows the men to continue to exist in the minds ofthe Athenians.

128 West III 1969, 13. Aristophanes makes the tropaion a didactic example of proper Greek male behavior
for his audience. There is also an element of didacticism in Pindar and Bacchylides' poems.

129 West III 1969 suggests that these later mentions of the tropaion took Aristophanes as a model (e.g.
Plato, Menexenus 240d; Lysias, Funeral Oration 25; Fragment 88 B 2, Line 15, Diels-Kranz, Fragmente
der VorsokratikerVol. II, p. 377 (14).
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Just as the erection of a permanent monument at the site at a later date nurtured an

eternal memory for those buried in the soros many years after the battle, so too did cult

practices performed for them. Actions taken at the mound shortly after the battle, mainly

the construction of a soros, did create the groundwork of a cult for the dead, but what

guaranteed the survival of the memory of the deceased was the adherence to cult rites.

The listing of the components of the burial mound included an exterior trench.

Exterior trenches, which started to appear in the eighth century, held cult offerings, not

grave goods; therefore they were not part of the funeral, but ofcult practices.130 Offerings

most likely would have been given shortly after, or maybe during, the funeral, and the

Athenians covered the trench after its fIrst, and only, use. l3l Besides the cultic

implications suggested by the trench and the pottery found there, youths would travel

every year from Athens to Marathon to place wreaths upon the tomb.132 An extant

sacrificial calendar for Marathon shows that, eventually, animals became offerings for the

dead there. While scholars still debate whether or not the rituals at Marathon were

continuous or exactly when they were instituted, the Athenians, at various points in their

history, traveled to Marathon in order to participate in rituals similar to those for cults,

130 Whitley 1994,217-218. Grave goods started to appear less and less frequently in burial mounds by 700
(Morris 1987,22; Kurtz and Boardman 1971,73).

131 Kurtz and Boardman 1971,76. Interestingly enough, the trench at Marathon and the lekythoi in the
cremation tray date from around the tum ofthe late seventh century (Whitley 1994,216). Whitley's article
on the Marathon tomb makes no mention ofthe trench being used continuously or the idea ofa onetime use
of the trench.

132 Ekroth 2002, 75; Kurtz and Boardman 1971,247.
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with the result that the dead gained a form of immortality through Athenian ritual

practices. 133

While the burial of the dead suggested a type of cult tomb, and although it became

the focus of the cult, ultimately the practices were what granted the dead honor. The

exterior trench was a distinguishing feature that suggested that it was a tomb with a cult,

and one particular to Attica, but if we are to accept Donna C. Kurtz's and John

Boardman's observation that the Athenians used it once, this practice did not ensure the

continuation of the rituals, or the memory for that matter, of the dead.134 The ritual of the

youths returning to the soros helped maintain the memory of the dead. In this sort of

practice, the tomb stood as the focus of the cult, not because it was a group burial with

trenches, but because it held men worthy ofhonor. 135 With that being the case, Athenians

made yearly visits to the site as part of their religious calendar. 136 The dead, through the

rites performed for them, gained honor and persisted in the minds of the Athenians for

years after their deaths.

133 Ekroth 2002,159-161. Ekroth states that the offering ofwreaths stopped in late C3, but it started back
up in 166 BC (77). Any animal sacrifice, which Ekroth describes on pages 159-161, might be a second
century introduction (77) As to the uncertainty ofcontinuous practice, see page 76, note 247 where Ekroth
goes through the scholarly discussion. Currie 2005,123-129 addresses some of the confusion surrounding
the dating and the nature of the athletic hero cults.

134 In the seventh century, the pairing of a tomb and a trench suggested hero cult, but after 600, with
trenches start to disappear from the archaeological record, the two were not necessary to be considered a
cult. Due to the decline in trench building, those buried at Marathon were members of a type of cult that
was on the decline (Whitley 218, 225, 227).

135 Ekroth 2002, 77; Whitley 1994,213.

136 By the fifth century, there was a growing involvement of the city in cult practices that had normally
been the responsibility of the family, aristocracy, or private individuals (Whitley 1994,227). This holds
true especially for those who died in battle, which shall be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. The
festivals of the Herakleia and Artemis Agrotera also had celebrations for the dead at Marathon (Currie
2005,112).
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Later generations also thought of the Marathon dead as heroes, thus increasing

associations to cult practices. Pausanias' description of the Marathon plain notes:

aE~oV'tat 3E 01 Mapa9ffivlOl 'to{nouc; 'tE 01 napa 'citv /laXTlv ane9avov
llProac; ovo/laSov'tEC;...

(Pausanias 1.32.4)

the people ofMarathon honor both those who died in the battle naming
them heroes...

Pausanias completes the 'tE Kat construction by saying that the Marathonians also

honored Heracles, who had important associations with the battle site, because the

Athenians gathered their troops at a spot sacred to the hero (Herodotus 6.108). The

information from Pausanias placed the dead in the same category as one of the great

heroes of myth. This association carried great weight, for the pairing of the deceased and

Heracles linked them ritually. Now, not only were the dead heroes in name, but they also

joined the ranks of great heroes through ritual practice. 137

Their soros placed the dead within the context of earlier hero burials. Cremation

of the dead soldier followed by the placement of the ashes in a burial mound harkens

back to burials mentioned in the Iliad. I38 In the seventh book, Hector said that he would

return the body of a vanquished foe to the Greeks for burial in a ofj/la, "tomb." He noted

that it would stand for future generations to see. This would remind them ofthe man

buried there after having been killed by Hector (84_91).139 Later, in Book 23, the Iliad

137 Currie 2005 devotes a whole chapter to the heroization of those who died in battle (89-119).

138 Whitley 1994,228.
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gave a step-by-step guide for building a burial mound. After Patroclus' funeral pyre had

stopped burning, Achilles ordered that a mound be constructed after the bones of

Patroclus had been collected for burial. The process of constructing the mound then

followed (23.234-257). The type of burial allotted the dead at Marathon then sets them up

to be considered heroes. In fact, the soros, as Whitley posits, was a proper burial for those

who died in battle, both Homeric and those in the Persian Wars. 140

Despite the type of burial continuing a tradition of heroic burial, the soros was not

enough to make the dead Athenians at Marathon heroes; instead, this privilege was

conferred upon them by the city. Their status as heroes was established only after the

polis determined the dead as SUCh. 141 This was done through "the ritual performance of

the cult which demanded a knowledge of the names of the heroes," an assertion ofF.

Jacoby.142 For performance of rites at Marathon, the names of the dead, a critical part of

the process, were provided by the stelai with the names of the buried. Without these

stelai, the beneficiaries of the cult offerings would not be known; only the state preserved

these men through the inscribed names on the stelai.143 This honor set these men apart

139 The point being made in Hector's speech is not that the tomb will necessarily maintain the memory of
the dead man, but rather the kleos of Hector: 'to S' EI-l0V KAeo.; ou 1to't' OAet'tat (7.91). This being so, there
is still a connection between the burial mound as a preserver of the glory and memory of an individual or
event.

140 Whitley 1994,228.

141 Jacoby 1944,38; Kurtz and Boardman 1971,298.

142 Jacoby 1945, 177.

143 To further show the importance of names, heroes, either named or unnamed, did not playa part in
Archaic Attica, but did in the Classical period. According to Emily Kearns, as cited in Whitley 1994, the
total number of named hero cults, most of them local, reached 165 at that time (226).
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from other dead due to the selective nature of state-sponsored heroizations. 144 By this

time, the city-state had largely supplanted the aristocratic overseeing of cult-aristocratic

cults had been on the decline since the seventh century-and had begun reorganizing and

centralizing its cultS.145 The state honored these men and made the men into heroes.

Now that we have explored individual objects of commemoration at Marathon in

their relation to preserving the memory of the dead and the battle, James Mayo's

categorization of war memorials can help us view how the site works as an integrated

whole. While Mayo explores the nature of political memory of modem war memorials,

his discourse is still relevant to the understanding of the memorial site in the period after

the Persian war. Mayo classifies memorials into four types: high use sacred; low use

sacred; high utility non-sacred; and low use non-sacred. 146 Once identified by one of the

four category types, the memorials' social purposes are divided into four more

classifications (identity, service, honor, and humanitarianism), which Mayo ranks in

relation to their social importance.147 His classifications help to identify the type of war

144 Kurtz and Boardman 1971 states, "[o]therwise a few classes of privileged people might be accorded
burial or some form of mnema within a city's walls, or be allowed heroic status" (298). See also Currie
2005, 112-113.

145 Whitley 1994,226.

146 Mayo 1988 divides sentiments between sacred and non-sacred with the difference lying in a moral
message; the non-sacred sentiment merely recalls the past. Utilitarian use also forms two separate
categories: high or low. For a memorial to be considered high use, it functions to commemorate and to fit
public use unlike a low use memorial which only commemorates. A high use sacred provides a public
service besides fulfilling a sacred function. A low use sacred memorial must emphasize a moral message
without any additional aspects present that would conflict or confuse the message. The high utility non
sacred space category does not commemorate the war, but provides a service to the community. The rmal
category, the low utility non-sacred, describes a private collection of war accoutrements (62-64,69).

147At the bottom of the list is identity, followed by service, honor, and fmally humanitarianism as the most
important social purpose. Identity refers simply to labeling of the object or objects, while service is the
publie purpose of the object. Honor results from an outside entity bestowing it. Mayo points out that a
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memorial and to understand how its social purposes changed both the physical space and

political identity.

A site's meaning derives from both the sentiments and the intended utilitarian use

assigned to the objects. In as much as the site did more than just recall the event,

Marathon is a sacred memorial. Since the battlefield is shaped by the polis to reflect the

glory of the victory and the dead, the individual memory becomes secondary to "[s]ome

communal notion of good,"148 a feature that separates the sacred from the nonsacred.

Much as most war memorials, the Marathon battlefield is a "low utility" site because it

does not provide a public service. Marathon exists as something more than a lieu de

memoire that attempts to offer immortality to the battle and the dead; we have started to

see it become a symbol for the Athenians. 149 The battlefield with its monuments can

preserve memory because it exists as more than a mere commemorative location.

The interaction of social purposes at Marathon yields powerful results for an

Athenian formation of identity. The ritual practices, the offering trench, and the fact that

the site does commemorate a victory allow it to provide the social purpose of service.

Identity, the lowest ofthe four social purposes, is also present at Marathon since it

enables visitors to recall the memory of the battle and the dead. ISO Honor, the final of

Mayo's social purposes, influences how the dead were to be viewed. As previously

government usually offers this honor. As the highest on Mayo's hierarchy, humanitarianism attempts to
look at war in a questioning manner and seek peace. (Mayo 1988, 64-67).

148 Mayo 1988, 63.

149 Mayo 1988 notes that symbolic meaning is a function of a low utility memorial (64).

150 Ibid., 65.
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mentioned, "[h]onor can only be bestowed."lSl Honor can occur only when or where an

outside entity decides that the event or person to be commemorated deserves it.

Marathon, at least in the minds of the Athenians, warranted this distinction, because the

memory of the event was worth saving. The memory, then, becomes deeply connected to

the site by the living.152 This is done from the honor inherent in the soros, tropaion, and

rituals.

Although the physical monuments and actions suggest heroic status worthy of

cult, it was the conferring of this status that provided the fmal push towards the formation

of the site of Marathon and the dead as objects to be remembered forever. This was a

decision manifested in action, but it existed as an idea within the mind of the Athenians;

rituals were the physical enactment of the memory. With the commemoration of the

Marathon dead, the dependence of the material monument on the conscious decision to

honor the dead prolonged the memory of those buried in the soros. The interaction

between word and monument in athletic commemoration now replaced words with a

mental process that led to the bestowing of honor. For the Athenians, this relationship

strengthened the memory of the dead and the battle. The eternal memory sprang from the

monuments on the site and a mental re-conceptualization of what the battle and dead

should mean. Aristophanes' use of the tropaion in his comedies illustrated how the

physical and the Athenian conception of the event could be used to advance a particular

ideology for the city.

151 Mayo 1988,65.

152 Nora 1989, 22.
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Acts of commemoration for Marathon also arose within the vicinity of Athens in

order to preserve the memory of the event for the city-state's residents. Due to the brevity

of this study, I shall only mention a few, starting with a stele erected for the dead. I53

Unlike the stelai at Marathon, this monument had epigrams on it. Typically, an epigram

would be located somewhere on the battlefield burial (one thinks of Simonides' epigram

for the Spartans at Thermopylae [Anth. Pal. 7.249]), but there is a strong possibility that

the mounds at Marathon did not have one because of the silence of Pausanias and later

authors and compilers of Greek epigrams. I54 Instead, the stelai held the names of the

dead, an inversion of the later practice where the names of the dead appeared on lists in

the public cemetery. The epigrams in Athens presented the men who fought there in a

similar manner to Simonides' poem discussed earlier. The text is now very fragmentary

and reconstruction is uncertain, but it is clear that the first epigram begins with avOpDV

'tDVO' apE'tE ("the arete of those men"). This monument acted like a burial site epigram

where the reader learns of the excellence of those who fought. The battle site stelai at

Marathon preserved the glory of the men by recording their names, but the one at Athens

reminded the viewer why those men should be remembered. I55

As previously mentioned, around the time that the tropaion became a permanent

marble column, the Athenians began to reshape how they thought about the Battle of

153 See Oliver 1935, Oliver 1936, Jacboy 1945, and Meritt 1962 for further discussion of the monument and
its epigrams. Oliver 1936 has an artist's reconstruction of the stele. Two other monuments built in Athens
in commemoration were a column erected for Callimachus built around 489 (Raubtischek 1983), the bronze
Athena (AthenaPromachos) mentioned in Pausanias 1.28.2.

154 Oliver 1935,199; Jacoby 1945, 176 n. 79; Stroszeck 2004, 318.

155 Benjamin D. Merritt reconstructs the :fIrst epigram this way, "The valor of these men will shine as a light
Iimperishable forever, INo matter to whom in the deeds of war the Igods may grant success; IFor they on
foot and on swift-sailing ships I Kept all Greece from seeing a day of slavery" (Merritt 1962, 296).
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Marathon. To the Athenians, this battle became very important in asserting a political

identity, because it was a victory for which only they could take claim. The victory came

with the help of the Plataeans, but the Persian defeat was at the hands of the Athenians,

and no other Greek polis.156 Since this battle allowed the Athenians an example of the

greatness of their men and city-state, the preservation of it ensured immortality for those

buried at the site. These men entered the ranks of the heroes of myth by means of their

glory and excellence. Therefore, Marathon is unique in that it is one of the fIrst

contemporary battles to be depicted in such a manner. I57

Athenians commenced an ideological overhaul of the battle by depicting it in

conjunction with formative battles of the mythic past. The Stoa Poikile, built in the 460s

during Cimon's building program, represented an Amazonomachy, the Ilioupersis, a

battle that was possibly the Battle of Oinoe, and the Battle of Marathon. In the building,

contemporary events existed in the same realm as the mythic, a placement that allowed

viewers to understand how to interpret the battle and those who died there. I58 From this

example, Athenians could see their ancestors as part of a long history of epic battles,

something that the current generation should attempt to emulate. Interestingly, the Stoa

Poikile's representation of the Battle of Marathon worked as an epinician ode in order to

"frame the central passage which typically celebrates his [the victor's] ancestor's

triumphs or contemplates the signifIcance of the victory from the standpoint of myth as

156 West III 1969,17; Stroszeck 2004, 309.

157 Holscher 1998, 166-167.

158 Ibid., 166. For a description of the Stoa Poikile, see Stansbury-O'Donne112005.
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paideia.,,159 Athens utilized Marathon to form the idea of proper Athenian behavior for its

citizens and any other potential viewer of the painting. This new ideology ofAthenian

power and identity stemming from Marathon occurred in other spots as well; it was not

simply a movement focused in Athens.16o

The monuments for Marathon, both those erected immediately after the battle and

those erected in the 460s and after, either took on new public meanings or were funded

by the polis. In either case, the city-state had control over how Marathon was to be

remembered. The tropaion, previously a temporary monument erected for a victory by a

collective decision of the army, now stood as a monument that the city had approved.161

With the rise in prominence of the public burial, the soros at Marathon held soldiers who

serviced the polis, who then could be used by Athens to define and motivate its citizens.

The men, battlefield, and monuments all stand as an extension of Athenian greatness;

these were the type ofmen and victories which Athens produced. No longer just

commemorations of a battle and its dead, these monuments become political because they

11 . A h . 'd . 162express a co ectIve t eman 1 entIty.

One outcome ofthis change was the transition of control over burial from the

family and aristocracy to the city-state. State-funded public burials replaced the

159 Francis and Vickers 1985,391-392.

160 The statues dedicated at Delphi from the spoils at Marathon consisted of Miltiades, the victorious
general at the battle, and various gods and heroes (Pausanias 10.1 0.1-2). Also at Delphi were the Athenian
treasury (Pausanias 10.11.5) and the Athenian Stoa (Holscher 1998,168).

161 HOlscher 1998, 157.

162 Whitley 1994,213.
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traditional role taken in funerary practices by aristocratic families. 163 Much as the stele

atop the taphos, public funerary monuments in the city began to list the dead not by

families, but by tribes; tribal cults appeared with more frequency. This shift was not

sudden, and the burial mounds at Marathon stood between archaic battlefield burial

mounds and the new public burials. As the city began to assert itself as an independent

unit, the creation of memorials allowed Athens to validate and give itself meaning

through displays of its power.164 The city now oversaw the preservation of memory, at

least in the case of men commemorated in public monuments; the immortality offered the

Marathon dead was conferred by the city. Their arete, demonstrated by their great deed,

benefited the city and the individual. Ultimately, the focus returned to the city, since it

was Athens that produced the men buried at Marathon. This process was articulated well

in the funeral orations given at the public funerals, the focus of the next chapter.

The Battle ofMarathon offers a complex case study of Greek war

commemoration. At first, this site typifies expected practices for battlefield

commemorations: the soros, a tropaion, both intending to preserve the victory of the

Athenians and Plataeans-slaves, too-for later generations. As the polis begins to take a

more active process in the commemoration, illustrated by the erection of the permanent

tropaion in place ofthe more traditional temporary one, the focus turns to how those men

and that battle are an expression ofAthens' greatness. This is not to suggest that with the

increased role of the city there emerged new forms of commemoration---even the marble

163 Jacoby 1944,62; Whitley 1994,227; Low 2003, 99; Stupperich 1994,93.

164 Nelson and Olin 2003,7.
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tropaion is reminiscent of Callimachus' column in Athens-for the change occurs in how

the city-state starts using Marathon as a display of its political power and identity.165

Instead of the individual atWete expressing his glory, something from which his home

polis can benefit, at least marginally, the soldier's arete directly contributes to the glory

of Marathon and Athens.

Immortality for the dead at Marathon stemmed from the reconfiguration of the

battlefield, along with the conceptualization of what Marathon should be and how to

present it for others to see. While parts of the burial mound suggested cult activity and

the conferment of hero status, it was the conscious decision of the living to maintain

rituals at the site that granted those rituals and status to exist. The battle site contained

reminders of the battle, but its memory depended upon a commitment of the community

to preserve and maintain it; the rituals and monuments were just physical manifestations

of this decision. The use of the physical acts of commemoration and the polis' choice to

confer cult and hero status bound the memory to the location, which enabled the actions

of the dead to survive farther into posterity.

With the next form of commemoration, the funeral oration, we shall see the

influence of the polis once again at work. By the time Pericles gave his funeral oration in

the first year of the Peloponnesian War, 43110 BCE, Athens no longer performed

battlefield burials. The war dead returned to the polis for public burial at a city-state

funded funeral. In this speech, Pericles conferred everlasting praise upon the war dead,

165 See Raubitschek 1983 for further infonnation on Callimachus' column. Holscher 1998 does an articulate
job of expressing this point. Artistic changes during the period do not directly correlate to politic changes
and were not specifically Athenian.
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but only after a long discussion of Athenian characteristics. Immortality for the dead

came from his praise of their arete, but their actions, unlike the excellence of the athlete,

made them part of a collective unit, not an individual. Certainly, their names were

preserved on the casualty lists, but the funeral oration did not mention any specific

individual.

Instead, the polis stood apart. Pericles devoted the majority of the speech

describing what made Athens better than other Greek poleis. He selectively presented

Athens in an idealized manner in order to leave an Athens worthy of remembering for

posterity. Through the creation of Pericles' Athens, the audience learned that the men

being commemorated died in order to save a great polis. All its characteristics made it a

city-state worthy of their lives. The dead received their praise by that action; bodily

sacrifice led to honor granted by the city. Due to their actions, the polis appropriated the

dead, thereby adding them to the memory of the city that Pericles preserved. This was

done not through physical monument, but through the use of logoi: the speech of Pericles

and the words written by Thucydides.
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CHAPTER IV

ATHENS: MONUIvIENT OF LOGOI

In the funeral oration in the second book of Thucydides' History ofthe

Peloponnesian War, one might expect Pericles to focus on the war dead, but instead, he

spends the greater part of his speech commemorating Athens.166 By extolling the

characteristics ('tP01tot) of Athens, he both praises the city and creates an ideal, even

eternal, Athens for his audience. Pericles' praise of Athens shapes it as the sort of city for

which men would be willing to risk their lives. This process of commemoration

establishes a reciprocal relationship between the polis-the one crafted by the words of

Pericles-and the men who die for it. Citizens, by offering their bodies, are promised

ageless praise (ayi]prov E1talVOV, 2.43.2) from the city, thereby gaining immortality. How

the oration articulates this commemoration does not rely on physical moments, but rather

on the use of logoi ("words") in the funeral oration; the words of Perciles' speech and the

text of Thucydides are media for this commemoration. While the speech plays down the

role of material commemoration, there still exists an internal interaction between erga

("deeds") and logoi. Yet this relationship, much as the one between statues and odes,

depends upon a symbiotic link. This struggle is finally decided in favor of an eternal

memory formed by words, one that preempts any physical object or action. As a result of

166 Thucydides writes that the man selected by the polis to deliver the oration would talk about the praise of
the buried (AEyn EX' a'lhOi~ €XUtVOV 'tOY xpexov'ta 2.34.6), but as we shall see, Pericles discusses the city
at great length.
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this resolution, Pericles' carefully crafted description of Athens becomes the main focus

of his oration, the source for soldiers' immortality, and a monument of logoi for all time.

Within the narrative, Thucydides has Pericles speaking to the crowd. However,

the reader must not forget that the speech is not an exact record of the speech given by

Pericles; rather, Thucydides, as he claims, holds as closely as possible to the general

sentiment of the things actually spoken (exoJ,t£vql on eyy{ytu'tu 'tile; StlJl1taOlle; 'troy

UAT)Oroe; AeX£V'tffiV 1.22.1). The question is, then, to what extent are we to see the intrusion

of Thucydides into this speech? Unfortunately, there is no definitive answer to this

dilemma despite scholars' attempts otherwise.167 While this point is an important one to

consider for the student of historiography, it bears no direct influence on the structure of

this chapter's argument. This study considers the oration as a melding of historical reality

and literary device and focuses on what is being said.168 For this reason, Pericles will be

used when talking specifically about the historical figure in the act of speaking, while

authorial intent will be ascribed to Thucydides.

From the beginning of the speech, it becomes clear that those fallen in battle will

not be the main focus of the speech. After explaining his deviation from the customary

approach and the difficulties handicapping him, Pericles begins not with the recent dead,

167 Turasiewicz's brief listing of various scholars' interpretations seems to place the speech in Thucydides'
voice, not Pericles'. Turasiewicz later goes against the scholarly consensus by denying that the oration was
written after 404 BeE, when Athens no longer had any sort of power, as the oration does not conceal the
fact that it praises the actions of Athens. "Thus it remains to be assumed that Thucydides only wanted to
show the ideological program of Pericles: because he puts real praise of Athens into his mouth, it is to be
concluded that he abstained from voicing his own reflections and experiences: he suppressed completely
his own feelings, and turned out to be disillusioned enough to unveil the way of thinking of the Athenian
leader" (38).

168 This reflects the intentions that Thucydides himself sets up within Chapter 22 of Book 1 (roe; 3' dv
€OOICOUV €~Ol €Kumot 1tepl 'troy Uiel 1tUpOV'tffiV 'tel DEov'tu Il.UAtO't· et1tUV, €X0f.L€Vql on eyymu'tu 'tile;
~Uf.L1tU<rT\e; YVolf.LTle; 'troy UATl8roc; AeX8€V'tffiV, omffie; e'ipTl'tut).
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but with the ancestors of the Athenians, who are, of course, also dead. This short praise

only leads to the main focus of the oration: the things that make Athens great

(Em'tnOE:umc;, "attention to [a pursuit]"; 1tOAt'tELa, "constitution of a state"; 'tp67tOt).169

Only after that does Pericles [mally turn to praising the dead, the reason that a funeral

was being held in the fIrst place. While the dead would eventually get their praise, the

fIrst and most prominent focus is praise for Athens.

This praise, for both the city and the dead, exists on two levels: the real speech of

Pericles and Thucydides' literary work. Within the context of the speech, the speaker is

following custom (VOJlOC;) to grant praise and honor to the dead. Moving beyond the

historical reality of this funeral oration, Thucydides uses praise within this speech to

valorize those being eulogized. It is a stock characteristic of ancient historians to single

out certain historical fIgures to assign them worth. l7O The historian selects which events

or people are noteworthy, and, therefore, worth remembering. While Pericles no doubt

praised the city and the dead, Thucydides' inclusion of the oration in his work preserved

the commemorated dead for future generations. Here, Thucydides' and Pericles'

valuation passes over the deceased to select Athens as the object most worthy of praise.

By focusing on the polis of Athens, this oration in fact becomes a eulogy for the

city itself. No specifIc individual is distinguished by name, yet the polis is referred to

169 For the praise of the ancestors, see 2.35-36. Pericles limits his discussion of the ancestors to their action
of handing down a free land. He has more to say about the current generation's fathers, but only how they
defended Greece from the barbarians and how they had expanded the empire. This stands in contrast to the
funeral orations ofLysias and Plato's Menexenus, an oration that provides insight for the structure of
funeral orations, even ifwe are to take it as a parody of the genre. Those two works devote long passages to
the deeds ofAthenian ancestors (Lysias 3-66; Menexenus 237b-244d).

170 Immmerwahr 1960,261.
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repeatedly. Pericles elucidates the character traits and actions that set Athenians apart

from other Greeks. Their ease in governing, love of beauty, and desire for wisdom do not

hinder their courage; these things make them just as brave as those who spend all their

time in rigorous training (39.1 ).171 Pericles' listing of these Athenian tropoi takes up, as

he says, au'tfle; 'ta ~yt<J"ta (the greatest part of this [eulogy], 42.2), allowing the listener

or reader to know the intended subject of honor. After this, his praise alights upon the

dead, but only in the context of their sacrifice for the city. Even when he turns to address

the living relatives of the deceased, Pericles urges them to produce more children, which,

although they will fill the void left by the dead, seem to provide a bigger benefit to the

city by preserving and protecting it.

Kap'tEpEtV oe XPT] Kal aAArov 1taiorov EA1tiOt ole; En il'AtKia 'tElCVO>mV
1totEto9at· ioig 'tE yap 'trov OUK ov'trov A,,911 01 E1ttytyvoJlEvoi notv
Eoov'tat, Kal 't'f11to'AEt OtX09EV, EK 'tE 'tOU J.lT] EPl1J.l0uo9at Kat aml>a'AEig,
S'UVOiOEt·

(44.3)

It is necessary for those who are still of the age to bear children to be
steadfast in the hope for other children. For those who are born after will
both privately help forget those no longer living and, for the polis, will be
a benefit in two ways: not being left bereft and for the purpose of security.

According to Pericles, the polis will benefit more than the private individual from any

new children bom. The family only finds solace for their grief through forgetting the

dead, while the polis gains new soldiers for its army.

Since the city appears to be the subject of the eulogy, its positive characteristics,

presented by Pericles, must be brought to the fore. A few ofthe traits have already been

171 Unless otherwise noted, the selections come from Book 2.
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mentioned, and there is no shortage of those provided by Pericles. The nature of the city

allowed goods and foreigners to enter in an open and free manner, just as all citizens

conducted their public and private affairs freely (39.1). When they conquered a people,

the Athenians did not torment their subjects, but treated them we11. 172 Pericles discussed

the empire (apxi]) of the Athenians and its treatment of others in a way that reflected

their tropoi. In essence, he was defining the arete of Athens, this time not through

concrete deeds, as with atWetic or battle commemorations, but with attitudes and

behaviors that set Athens apart from other Greekpoleis. 173 In fact, as a result of its arete,

made obvious through its tropoi and its empire (arche), Athens was the only city that

surpassed all reports of its stature (41.3): reality exceeded reputation.174 So great were the

characteristics of Athens that all of Greece should look to it as a 1taiOEUm~ (education).

Pericles praised the city in such a way that its residents, neighbors, and foreigners would

remember Athens for its outstanding attributes.

This remembrance depends not on how Athens really was, but on how it was

presented in the funeral oration, as a collective memory for listeners and readers. In a

similar vein to the epinician poet's molding of the victorious atWete, the oration, as

Nicole Loraux notes, "expresses what the city wants to be in its own eyes rather than

172 Pericles' statement here seems at odds with the Athenian position presented in the Melian Dialogue
(5.84-116). We must remind ourselves that these characteristics are part ofPeric1es' rhetoric.

173 Loraux 2006, 114 goes so far as to suggest that the arete of political and military matters was the
primary mode for Athens as a model polis.

174 Ibid., 132.
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describing what it is in reality.,,175 Particular memories had to be carefully selected, since

poorly thought out ones could have conjured up the wrong sort of associations, which

would have been harmful to the collective memory that the speech sought to construct.176

These separate memories were pieced together to create one predominant vision of

Athens, one that reinforced the ideals espoused by Pericles and Thucydides. Due to

Pericles' status as an important political and military leader, the city selected him to give

the eulogy (34.6). The male voting population elected him into a position where he could

create his Athens, one that would reflect his and the citizens' conception of their polis.177

The creation and preservation ofmemory in the funeral oration was directly related to

power: those in control could determine what was or what was not to be remembered.178

Much as the individual dead are secondary to the city, the individual memory is

second to the collective memory. Any recollections of the individual cannot be expressed

in the oration's "official" memory of Athens, because they distract from the focus of the

oration. Instead, the varying memories are replaced by one overarching memory through

repetition. Public events, such as the public procession and funeral at which Pericles

spoke, provide an outlet to press the collective memory upon the attendees. Over time,

the repetition of these events merges every individual's recollection of the event with one

175 Loraux 2006, 251 (translated by Alan Sheridan). Certainly, the athlete had won his event, but the
representation was the product of the poet who attempted to construct the athlete in a manner that would
put the victor in a very positive light.

176 Ibid., 196.

177 Ideology plays a heavy role in this as the Athens of the oration reflects "the political, cultural and
economic forces which cohered at that moment to produce a vision ofthe way a (dominant) society
perceived and represented itself to itself' (Mitchell 2003, 448).

178 Mitchell 2003, 443.
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collective memory that is supported by the polis.179 This process also holds true for the

oration, which Thucydides includes in his written history; a reader can return to the work

as often as he or she wants. Repeated participation in public rites and the re-reading of

Pericles' funeral oration in Thucydides' written text would allow the collective memory

to supplant all others. ISO

One outcome ofthe individual being supplanted by the collective is the uniting of

the various residents of the Athenianpolis. In order for the Athens ofPericles' speech to

influence the listeners, they all had to believe that they belonged to the same polis.

Political units such as the Greek city-state, like the modem nations discussed by Benedict

Anderson, are institutions constructed to bind groups ofpeople together. ISI The unity of

this group may be imagined, but it does exist in the minds of the citizens of the pOliS. IS2

The community envisioned by Pericles' oration presents a single, unified Athens to a

citizenry that may not have met, nor might ever meet. IS3 Despite this, Athens becomes an

important place for people around Attica to centralize identity as a member of the

pOliS. IS4 This imagined city-state sets the framework in which the oration can express an

idealized Athens.

179 Mitchell 2003, 443.

180 Loraux 2006 talks about repetition in this way, "In the historical excursus of the funeral oration, we fmd
not the unfolding of a continuity but the repetitive and exemplary enactment ofa single arete" (193).

181 Anderson 1991,6-7.

182 Ibid., 6.

183 Osborne 2001,7.

184 Anderson 1991 discusses pilgrimage sites where "centrality was experienced and 'realized' "(53-54).
This is certainly the case with Athens.
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Pericles' praise directed attention towards the immortality of Athens. Loraux, in

her seminal work, L'Invention d 'Athenes: Histoire de l'orsaion funebre dans la "cite

classique, " saw the function of Pericles' oration, and the genre of the funeral oration in

general, as a way to maintain the city as a thing of permanence.185 Pericles devoted time

to praising Athens in order to craft it as a polis deserving to be remembered, one whose

tropoi provided the proof of its greatness. The characteristics listed by Pericles have led

to Athens being a polis that that will be something for future generations to look at in

wonder. As Pericles states in 41.2:

Kat ffi<; OU 'A.oywv EV 'tcQ napov'tt Ko~no<; 'ta8e ~a'A.A.oV 1\ epwv Eanv
a'A.1l8ew, airtil 1l8uva~t<; 't'il<; no'A.Effi<;, ftv ano 'tIDv8e 'tIDV 'tponwv
EK't11aaJ.lE8a, <TIl~aivel.

That these things [previously stated] are not a boast of logoi for the
present more than they are the truth of the matter, the city-state's strength,
which we have acquired from our tropoi, itself proves.

The Athens envisioned by Pericles in his speech was powerful from its tropoi; this was

rooted in truth (a'A.1l8ew)-at least as Pericles presented it-and made his polis worth

preserving. The preservation of Athens and its tropoi by Pericles overcame the threat of

the contingency of chance.186 This speech glorified Athens to present the polis, defmed

by its tropoi, at a particular moment frozen in time, which could last even after the

185 Loraux 2006,409.

186 Grethlein 2010, 109.
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destruction of the Athenian empire. I8
? In fact, Pericles believed that signs of Athenian

greatness would last well into the future.

~'ta ~yaArov 3e <YTl~irovKat ou 3i} 'tOt a/lap't'Up6v ye 'ti}v 3uva/ltv
1tapaO'x6~vot 'tOtC; 'te vuv Kat 'tOtC; Enet'ta 9a'U/la0'9110'6~9a,Kat oooev
1tpo0'3e6~vot o1Yte 'O/lilpo'U E1tOlVE'tO'U o1Yte <SO'nc; Enecrt J.LE.v 'to aMKa
'tEp",et, 'trov 3' EPYrov 'ti}v im:6vowv " oAilgew ~Ni",et...

(41.4)

Since with great proofs we present our strength not without witness, we
will be a source of wonder to the present and future generations. We have
no need for the praises of Homer or anyone who will delight for the
moment with words; the truth will strike at the deeper meaning of the
matter...

It is with proof (~'ta ~yaArov (J'q~irov) that Athens stands as something for the ages.

The signs are enough for posterity, for the works of the poets cannot get to the truth; the

city is enough.

The speech adds to the praise of Athens by extolling the city's character within

the dialogue oferga and logoi. The relationship between these two concepts appears in

the Homeric tradition, extending all the way through epinician poetry (Chapter 1) to the

historical forerunner of Thucydides, Herodotus. I88 Ergon, in Herodotus' Histories, refers

to either a deed or a monument constructed for an individual or event; these things help

perpetuate the greatness of the incident or person after the fact. From Herodotus'

187 Loraux 2006, 129. Thucydides' strategic placing of the oration right before the plague which overturned
most of the tropoi praised by Pericles not only strengthens the suggestion that the eulogy was meant for
Athens, but also shows that Thucydides wanted his reader to remember Athens at the peak of its arete.
Contemporary readers also would have benefited from this memory ofAthens as the political situation had
drastically changed from the power held at the time ofPericles. This memory ofAthens found in
Thucydides can and did survive both the plague and the destruction ofan Athenian arche.

188 Loraux even goes so far as to say that this relationship between words and deeds shaped the "whole
human experience" in the classical period (Loraux 2006, 44).
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introduction, it becomes clear that these erga will figure heavily in his history.189

Observing the monument or deed allows the viewer to marvel at and remember the

person commemorated. Herodotus' erga involve the active process of seeing a monument

and preserving the memory of the person. 190

Thucydides approached the idea of erga differently. While Herodotus used the

word to refer to accomplished deeds, Thucydides used it to discuss an activity. This

change in the meaning of the word moved the emphasis from a concrete monument to the

consideration of actions done by people; Thucydides' use of erga went for something

deeper. By focusing on actions and not accomplishments, he sought to look for the

''truth,'' instead of fame and glory for one particular individuaL 191 It becomes clear by

examining the speech that Thucydides had Pericles do just that. He praised Athens, not

individuals, for its actions and attitudes.192 In order to do this, he relied on logoi, thereby

creating a relationship between them by using words to shape deeds.

189 ~Hpo06'tou 'AAucapvll(j(reo~ \(J'topill~ a1tooE1;t~ 110E, ffi<; 1ll]'tE 'to. YEVOIlEVU e1; av8pomrov 't<p XPOVl?
e1;i'tl]AU yevll'tUt, 1ll]'tE epyu llEyaAu 'tE KUt eroIlU(J'ta, 'to. IlEV "EUllen, 'to. oE puppapoten a1tOOEXeev'tu,
ama yevll'tat, 'ta 'tE <lAAU KUt Ot fly uhillv e1tOA.EllllOUV aAAl]Aot<:n (prologue).

190 Immerwahr 1960,263-265.

191 This is in opposition to epinician odes where truth would contribute to the fame and Ideos of the athlete.
Of course, this truth is the one established by Thucydides.

192 Immerwahr 1960,276,279-285. "In summary, up to this point. Thucydides shows us a radical
reinterpretation of traditional historical terminology and imagery, such as we had found in Herodotus.
Greatness and the noteworthy (a1;roAoyoV) are for him intellectual terms, and instead of an admiration for
objects he exhibits a profound awareness for the truthful and the pathetic. In none of this does he show any
overt preoccupation with fame" (Immerwahr 1960,281).
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Throughout the funeral oration, there is contact between the two (logoi and erga);

despite the early prominence of erga, logos becomes the "winner" by the end.193 Pericles

first determines that erga are what make men good (avopmv ayuSmv epYqJ yevo~vrov,

35.1)-that is why the funeral is taking place: to praise the arete of the dead manifested

in their actions. This praise for the memorialized falls right in line with other acts of

commemoration that we have seen. It is through performing erga that the process of

commemoration begins. From there, objects of commemoration preserve the kleos or

arete of the person or persons.194

Since Pericles states that through erga men become great and their honor

apparent, one would expect him to list the specific deeds of the Athenians, but, as

mentioned earlier, he lists their tropOi. 195 Instead of providing concrete examples of

victories, laws, or individuals that have made Athens the best of all Greek cities, the logoi

take the form of generalized characteristics and habits of Athenian greatness. 196 The

manner in which the Athenians conduct themselves reflects "who," not "what," Athens

is.197 This cannot be done through pointing to specific monuments, but can only be done

193 Before turning to the living relatives, Pericles shows that he subordinates the role of physical deeds or
monuments: Kat OU O"TT\AroV f.LOVOV ev TU OiKei~ OT\f.Laivet elttypaep,;, aUa Kat tv 'til f.LT11tPOOT\KOU01l
aypaepo~ f.LV';f.LTI 1tap' huO"'tqJ 'tftc; yvrof.LTlC; f.L(iUov 11 'tou epyou evowt'tll'tat (43.3).

194 Immerwahr 1960, "Visible traces of men's deeds are the guarantee of their greatness," (269)
and I would add their potentiality for everlasting remembrance.

195 This is not the case in Lysias' oration or even in Plato's Menexenus. These two orations list various
battles throughout Athenian history from the mythic (Amazonomachy [Lysias 4]) to historical (Persian
Wars [Lysias 20-47; Menexenus 239d-241c]).

196 Pearson 1943,407.

197 Zumbrunnen 2002 uses Hannah Arendt's explanation of identity which he uses to explore this speech by
Thucydides. Arendt classifies "who" someone is as the personal identity formed from one's words and
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with logoi. 198 Even in the praise of the Athenians' ancestors, Pericles opts to gloss over

their great actions since he is lluKprlYopciv EV Ei80mv ou ~OUAOJlEVO<;("not wishing to

speak at great length among the presence of those who know" 36.4). This omission

makes sense for the narrative reality of Pericles, but it also fits within the larger

logoilerga theme worked out by Thucydides. Actions make people great, but the

generalized words about them will help present the Athens depicted in the funeral

oration. Therefore, the audience becomes familiar with Athens through the actions of its

citizens, memorable ones not in the sense of great achievements, but in how they

interacted with themselves and others, an interaction which words described.199

There is a complex interaction, then, between words and actions. While actions

help form the characteristics that Pericles describes at length, words are needed to express

them. Pericles praises the citizens of the polis for thinking with reason (AOycp) before

heading out into any type of action (40.2). In fact, Pericles describes the Athenian

understanding of this relationship in this way:

(40.2)

[We, the Athenians] considering that words are not a harm for actions

deeds. In order to identity "what" someone is, we are to use" 'qualities, gifts, talents, and shortcomings.' "
470. Taking this as a guide, Zumbrunnen sees, and I agree, the oration as describing "who" Athens is.

198 Pericles does mention laws which Athenians follow, but there is no specific law which he presents to the
crowd. He even speaks of unwritten laws that men are afraid to break out of shame (37.3). A generalizing
inclusion of games and sacrifices held throughout the year also keeps Pericles from getting specific. Even
comments on monuments set up by the Athenians (41.4; 43.3) do not reference specific ones. This adds a
generic feel to the oration, a genre known for its generalities. Loraux 2006, 120.

199 E.g., 37.2-3 and 39.1.
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Words are not a hindrance for actions; moreover, using words can assist in the

articulation of the actions as well as help preserve them. This tendency of thinking and

talking before acting is, according to Pericles, typical of Athens and sets the polis apart

from the rest of Greece. Words and actions can exist without each other as Pearson points

out, but as we shall see, logos takes the predominant position despite being the less

tangible of the two.200

The use of time by Thucydides also plays an important role in the formation of

Athens' memory. As he expounds on the virtues of the city and its citizens, Pericles

speaks about the present power of the city. The present has benefited from receiving the

rule (apxn) from the ancestors (described in 36.1-4), but it is the present generation that

has made the city prepared for all things, both in war and peace (36.3). Each generation

has added to the arche, but as the focus quickly shifts from one generation to the next, the

"past yields to the present," as Dora C. Pozzi says.201 Pericles, in essence, looks to the

past only to amplify the current generation, and is willing to talk about the past in very

broad strokes, even glossing over most of the ancestors' glorious deeds.202 Thucydides'

use of the aorist signals this emphasis on the present with indebtedness to the past,203

200 "...for it is the cardinal doctrine ofthe funeral speech that logos, though sometimes inadequate without
ergon, is never unnecessary" (Pearson 1943,404). Shrimpton 1995 pushes this idea even further as "a
speech or statement can exist as a thing (yvmlLll) outside of the words in which it is expressed." (54). See
also Pearson 1943,406. In this conclusion there are hints of the discussion regarding Pindar's praise of
words.

201 Pozzi 1983, 223.

202Loraux 2006, 172. mv Eym 'tu IJ,EV KU'tU 1tOA£ILOUe; EpyU, ole; EKua'tU EK'tl18T], 11 E'i 'tt uu'tOt 11 Ot 1tU'tEpEe;
1lILmV ~ap~upov 11 "EAAllvU 1tOA£lLtOV E1ttOV'tU 1tp08UlLro<; l]ILUVaILE8u, ILUKPllYOPE1V EV Ei06mv ou
~uMILEVOe;, Mam (36.4).
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Egbert J. Bakker develops the idea, here talking about the introduction to Thucydides'

history, but his argument holds true for the entire work.

Thucydides' I;UVEYPU'I'E, a third-person aorist verb, spans past and
present, signaling that the writing event was not simply completed in the
past but has yielded the concrete result which is now in the readers
hand...the aorist I;UVEYPU'I'E presents Thucydides' writing as a reality in
the present, a present that is a projected future beyond the historian's
lifetime.204

As noted in Bakker's quote, the future also matters in the funeral oration. Actions

of the present, Pericles' narrative present, will hopefully extend into the future, thus

making the "now" an "always.,,205 The very actions and characteristics Pericles discusses

influence how readers understand Athens at the pinnacle of its power. They are presented

with a future of Athens that can exist, at least in the context ofPericles' speech.206 The

audience's memory of Athens is directly shaped by the Athens formed by Pericles. All

those characteristics point to the nature of the city and citizens which the audience and

readers should remember. Therefore, the present of the oration offers a collective

memory by those in power wanting to leave their image of Athens for future

generations?07 This becomes an everlasting memory handed down through the process of

203 There are many examples of this use of the aorist in the funeral oration, and I have selected a few to
illustrate the point. The verb 1tapeoocrav in 36.1 shows that the arche was and still is free due to the actions
of the ancestors. All the actions performed by Athenians displayed the power of Athens and will be
monuments of wonder for later generations (1tapaax6~EVot, 41.4). In 42.2, the arete ofthe dead honored
(E1C6cr~TJcrav) the city even after their deaths.

204 Bakker 2007, 120.

205 Loraux 2006, 42.

206 Zumbrunnen 2002,585.
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commemoration. Thucydides' motivation here should not surprise an astute reader, as

Thucydides informs him or her of the permanency that he intends for his work in his

opening chapters.

lC'tTl/lU 'tE E~ ad /lOAAOV il ayffiV1C5/la E~ 'to 1tapaXPTI/la alCOUElv
~UylCEl'tal.

(1.22.4)

It is composed as a possession for all time rather than a declamation
for listening to on the spot.

In praising the city, Pericles rarely uses physical moments to assist in the creation

or preservation of the collective memory of Athens. As he stood atop a platform and

surrounded by public reminders of the men who offered their lives for Athens, Pericles

had ample opportunity to point out examples to the crowd, especially when monuments

could help preserve memory and tie it to specific places?08 Instead, he kept the proof

(01l/lE10V) quite general, and in the realm of logoi and tropoi, something more befitting a

memory which Jacqueline de Romilly would call "une manifestation collective et

publique.,,209 This collective memory benefits from not being associated with one

particular monument or person. Instead it turns the focus onto the city itself. This is not to

say that Thucydides does not refer to the specific tomb in which the dead are buried, but

he does so in order to contrast what he believes to be the more important monument.

207 Unfortunately, the future of the funeral oration did not come to fruition as the description of the plague
shows the reader. The plague, in Thucydides' account, shatters Athenian virtues as it drives the citizens to
act in ways opposite to the characteristics of the funeral oration (51-53). Readers, as so often in
Thucydides, are asked to look at the accounts in relation to each other in order to understand the
significance of each individual incident.

208 Mitche112003, 444.

209 de Romilly 2005, 246.
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Kat 'tOY 'ta<j>ov E1tt011lJ.o'ta'tov, OUK EV ~ KEtV'tat /-laAAov, aAA EV ~ i]
8o~a amrov napa 't4) EV'tUxovn ad Kat AOYOU Kat epou Katp4)
ad/-lVl1O'1:0<; Ka'taAetnE'tat.

(43.2)

The physical location of the tomb is not one to which their memory is tied,
but to any time that one recalls the actions and words of those that have
died.

Herein lies what I believe to be the whole purpose of this oration. Athens

becomes a memory, but in the speech carefully crafted by Thucydides, Pericles' idea of

what Athens is and should be results in the creation of Athens' ultimate monument:

Athens itself.21O Pericles' predilection for using logoi over erga in the construction of

memory creates an Athens built by words and other abstract actions. The preservation of

the dead is determined, not by a stele with their names on it, although this does help, but

by an unwritten memory (uypa<j>o<; /-lVJ1/-l11 nap , eKaO''tc? 'ril<; yvrolJ.ll<; lJ.aAAov 'tou epyou,

43.3) which can exist anywhere. While he prefers this unwritten memory to any type of

physical tomb, especially since monuments can lose their significance over time, the

unwritten memory can only exist in the hearts of those remembering it, and only as long

as they live.211 In order to preserve the unwritten memory of words in Pericles' speech,

then, the transmission of this memory from one generation to the next is necessary.

210 de Romilly 1990 notes that despite the general nature of the sentiments, it is not left to a spontaneous
speech: "...c'est bien la pensee elle-meme qui est generale, mais Ie surgissment de la generalite et des
principes pour chaque pas franchi n'est point l'effet du hasard; et ce crepitement de sentences n'est point
commande par la fantaisie: il oMit plutot aun gout, voire aune mode, qu'avait lancee l'epanousissement
recent de la rhetorique..." (76).

211 Mitchell 2003, 446.
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Athens is created and left to future generations by the AOy01 with which Pericles erects

his monument.

Everything that Pericles addresses in the oration functions to preserve Athens for

future generations, the main purpose of a monument. The list of its tropoi, the glory of

the ancestors, and the arete of the dead all are composite aspects of Athens, which, when

taken together, help form the Athens that Pericles wants his audience to remember. Its

presentation in the funeral oration becomes the memory of Athens. Even the discussion

of the dead contributes to the creation of Athens as a monument: ai 'trov8e Kal 'troy

'to1rov8e ape'tal EKocrJ..lTl<mv ("the excellence of these men [the dead] and those like them

decorated [the city]," 42.2). Their excellence, an abstract concept able to be told only

through words, adorns the city's memory as the names of the deceased mark a public

tombstone. Much as Herodotus talks of wondrous monuments (Prologue), Pericles sets

Athens up as a wonder for the present and coming generations. Instead of the concrete

objects favored by Herodotus, Pericles creates immortality for the city by erecting his

own everlasting monument through his words.

At the same time that Pericles erects his Athenian monument of words within his

speech, Thucydides crafts his own monument of logoi with the speech itself. As his

opening chapters state, Thucydides' work is to be for alltime, a conservator of the events

in his history. Inclusion of an incident or account marks it as an event to be remembered;

Thucydides does this by writing them down, as the opening line of his work shows,

00UKU8i8Tl<; ,A9Tlva'io<; suveypa",e 'tOY 1tOAeJ..lOV 'troy IIeAo1tovvTlcrirov Kal ' A9Tlvairov

("Thucydides, the Athenian, wrote down the war of the Peloponnesians and the
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Athenians," 1.1). The text of the speech becomes the object/monument to which the

memory is attached in the narrative shaped by Thucydides.212 Pericles' speech, on the

other hand, preserves the memory by using the spoken word. By adding Pericles' speech

to his history, it becomes part of Thucydides' larger record of the Peloponnesian War, his

monument of words, going from spoken logoi to that of written logoi.

With the eternal memory of the city formed from the interplay of various factors

(logoi, erga, past, present, future), the source of praise for the war dead is better

understood. The soldiers' praise stems not from a victory, but from dying. With no big

battles or trophies set up in the fIrst year of the war, their deeds did not place them in the

same ranks as the dead at Marathon or other successful battles, but as we have seen, their

sacrifIce was to preserve Athens?13 In lieu of bringing harm or shame upon the city and

its arete, the soldiers offered the fInest thing that they could: their bodies?I4 Their praise,

unlike that of the athlete or victorious army, comes from willingly ending their lives, thus

stopping any opportunities for achieving more glory. Their death is the display oftheir

arete, which brings them praise, but more importantly, these soldiers died for a particular

reason. The excellence of the men comes not from the deed itself, but from another

abstraction, the motivation for action.215

212 Grethlein 2010, 117.

213 Bosworth 2000, 6.

214 OUl<:OUV KUt TItV 7tO/"'lV yE TIje; cr<j>E'tEpUe; apETIje; aSlOuV'tEe; cr'tEpicrKElv, KaMl<Ytov oe epuvov uu-rn
7tpOlEfl,EVOl (43.1).

215 Konishi 1980,35; Loraux 2006, 149. "Pericles shows that the essential thing lies not in the ergon but in
the intention that motivates it" (149) (translation by Alan Sheridan). The Greek: oOl<:Et8E fl,0l O'llAoUV
avopoe; apETItv...il vuv 'trovOE Ku'tu<Ytpo(!ni (42.2).
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The necessity of preserving Athens, as Pericles presented it, demonstrated why

soldiers were so willing to die for the city. Pericles constructed Athens in a way that

justified the motivation of those who were being commemorated at the funeral. All the

positive attributes ascribed to Athens provided proof of the city's stature; it was not just

patriotic boasting?16 In Pericles' summation of the praise for Athens, he stated:

1tEpt 'tOW1YtTlC; ouv 1tOAECOC; Ot<5E 'tE yEvvaicoc; <5lKawuv'tEC; Jlil
a<j>mpEOftvm airtiw JlaXOJlEVOl E'tEAE{)'tTlaaV, Kat 'troy
AEt1tOJ.t£VCOV 1tav'ta nvu EtKOC; E8EAEtv intEp autilc; KaJlVEtv.

(41.5)

Then, for such a city those men, who deemed not to be deprived of the city
right, nobly died fighting, and every one of those who remain wish to toil
on behalf of it.

The city was so great and its residents had so much to lose (42.1) that men both living

and dead considered it the proper thing (<5lKaWUV-rEC;) to act, even at the expense oftheir

own lives, in order that Athens continue and not be lost.

In giving their lives for the preservation of Athens and the Athenian empire, the

dead are given ageless praise by the polis. While the orator helped preserve the dead by

honoring them, he only did so because the polis determined them fit for praise. This

praise changed how they were to be remembered, since their dutiful service for the state

blotted out any faults they might have had as private citizens (42.3). The city's praise

recast these men in the way in which it wanted posterity to remember them. The fallen

soldier emerged good (aya8oc;) and at the peak of his arete. The city had now become the

ultimate authority of memory. A hired sculptor or Pindar no longer mattered in the

216 Kui TI,V E:UAOytUV Uf.1U e<p' oie; vuv AeYo) <puvepav OT\f.1Etme; Ku8tO"'t'ae; (42.1).
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preservation and distribution of praise, since the city now decided what memories ought

to be saved from the darkness of oblivion?17

Immortality, which is solidified in the funeral oration, is the supreme honor

granted to the war dead, thereby marking them as special, but with an almost faceless

anonymity. These men now join the ranks of a selective group whose immortality is kept

alive through the praise from the polis.2IS Unlike the regular dead, these men receive the

honor of a public funeral with its oration and cult worship, further preventing them from

being forgotten?I9 Thucydides writes that a public funeral with all its rituals is held in the

Kerameikos anytime the need arises (34.7). In this commemoration, the memory of the

dead enters the public memory in the same way as that of those who died at Marathon.

Offerings would be brought during public festivals for the dead, as done for other objects

of cult worship. While individual names would have been inscribed along the Demosion

Serna, their honor was collective in the oration?20 Pericles mentions none of the dead by

name; instead he praises them as a unit with the same list of defining characteristics

(42.2-4). What their names were mattered less than the fact that they were Athenians who

217 Loraux 2006, 27.

218 Ibid., 167-68; Monson and Loriaux 1998,287; Bosworth 2000, 6.

219 Loraux 2006, 71. The honors given to the dead in Pericles' oration are similar to those granted Tellus,
Solon's happiest man in Herodotus 1.30.4-5. After taking up arms in order to protect Athens and having
routed the enemy, Tellus died in a rme manner in battle (u7tl~8uve KUAAtcr'tU, 1.30.5). Solon explains
further, KUt Iltv ' ASnvutot 0111l0crtlJ 'tE e8u'Vuv mhou 'til xep execre KUt E'ttllllcruv lleyuAo)~ (1.30.5). This
unknown man, although Solon provided his name--there is no certainty that he was a real person-served
his city in a manner as those commemorated in the funeral oration. He even received a public burial. The
Athenians also honored him greatly. The only difference between Tellus and the men ofPericIes' speech is
that Tellus, like those men at Marathon, was buried on the very spot where he died.

220 Loraux 2006, 75.
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had offered their lives for the good of the polis. Despite this lack of singling out, praise

still connected itself to the dead.

The dead men's offering of their bodies for the benefit of the city demonstrates

the reciprocal relationship between the polis and the dead that is found in the funeral

oration. Scholars have noted the give and take relationship between the polis and its

citizen body.221 As one gives, the other receives something in return. Within the context

of the funeral oration, this is most clearly seen by the honor given to the dead. Lionel

Pearson notes that through praising the city, the main thrust of the oration, the dead also

share in that praise because their courage furthers the Athenian tradition (collective

memory) and, at the same time, displays Athenian ideals?22 Their courageous actions

feed into the official memory that Pericles provides; their individual action gives way to

the collective memory.

In the process of praising the dead, the city also received praise. The polis

benefited from the arete ofits war dead by showing what type of men Athens produced.

As the reputation of its residents improved, so did the city's; the polis took on the

reputation of the dead to further its own status. The symbolic capital that accrued from

commemorating those who exemplified Athenian values provided Athens with praise.

The polis could appropriate the positive qualities embodied by the war dead by burying

them at public expense?23 There arises a circular system, since the excellence of the

221 E.g., Pozzi 1983; Monson and Loriaux 1998; Loraux 2006; Balot 2001.

222 Pearson 1943,407.

223 Loraux 2006, 52.
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dead, which bolsters Athens' situation, comes from Athens, making the polis the

determiner of its own glory.

Even Pericles' advice to the relatives reinforces this relationship. He urges those

still in their childbearing years to produce more children. While these children will help

calm the private grief, Pericles sees them serving the polis. The void left by the dead will

be filled, and in doing so, the city will be more secure (44.3). All this sacrifice and

expression of Athenian tropoi bolsters the image of the city, making it one for which

citizens are willing to give their bodies in warfare.

As is clear to any reader of the funeral oration, the polis is its main focus.

Thucydides had Pericles create an ideal Athens, one for which its citizens were willing to

die. He does this through the interplay of logoi and erga, with words being the preferred

method as they are more apt to commemorate the tropoi that Pericles mentions. Instead

of listing great deeds of the polis, Pericles describes its tropoi; these characteristics make

Athens a thing worth preserving. This makes a memory that is commemorated through

logoi, both the spoken words of Pericles and the written logoi of Thucydides. The speech,

since it is a public commemoration, now becomes part of the collective memory. In

expressing the collective memory conveyed through words, the audience of the oration

would have learned how to act in a manner befitting Athenian citizens: offer their lives

for the polis.

Through this sacrifice, the dead receive everlasting praise, praise which then

connects them to the collective memory. Their praise comes from Athens, which honors

them for offering their lives for the sake of the polis. Through this action, which displays
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their arete, the dead and Athens enter a reciprocal relationship in a similar manner to the

one between logoi and erga. Athens rises in prestige because it produces men who are

willing to die for the polis; their deaths exemplify what is so great about Athens. By

dying, the men enter into the timeless continuum of Athens and its history. Immortality

stems from the commemoration for both the dead and the polis. Instead of monuments of

stone or bronze, Pericles, within the structure of the speech, creates a monument, and this

monument is Athens. Meanwhile, Thucydides records the speech, thus making his text

the monument to which the memory of Athens and the dead are attached.

The funeral oration was unique in that it did not preserve the names of the men it

intended to commemorate. All the other acts of commemoration listed the name or names

for future generations. Granted, the men discussed in the oration had their names listed on

the casualty lists, but in Pericles' speech, they have been assimilated into the polis. In the

generic nature of the funeral oration, there is no place for the individual. For the athlete,

his glory set him apart from his fellow competitors, and the commemorations for him

also singled him out. Much as the soros at Marathon sits between two kinds of burial, the

commemoration of the Marathon dead bridges the collective and the individual.

Certainly, a group ofmen achieved the victory, but there was an effort to preserve the

memory of each man by recording his name on the stelai. The forms of commemoration

take on a collective or individual focus depending on the person supporting the

commemoration. While the burial has elements of the individual, the site, taken as a

whole, emphasizes the group victory. Unlike the victor statue or epinician ode, the

funeral oration diverts the attention from those commemorated. The men get their praise,
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but it comes from the polis, the entity which funded the funeral. Instead of seeing the

suppression of the individual as a result of the increasing control of the polis, we should

see it as a process of the commissioner expressing his or her memory of the event.

In spite of the difference in media of these forms of commemoration, they are all

working towards the same goal. This also means that similar conventions help create

immortality for the commemorated. There are allusions to cult, either explicit or through

poetic imagery, to suggest that the dead are part ofpractices which intend to make the

memory of the men last after the end oftheir mortal lives. Pericles' funeral oration does

not have strong references to cult, but we must keep in mind that this speech is one event

within a larger festival meant to honor the war dead in a way not granted to the "normal"

dead. There is also an emphasis on overcoming time, which aids in prolonging the

memory. Pindar comments on the destructive power of time, especially for things untrue,

at least according to the rhetoric of the poet, but offers his poems as a vehicle to combat

time. The Athenians, in the years after the Battle of Marathon, place the battle within the

timeless realm of myth, and this ideological change ensures its survival for posterity.

Even Pericles' speech, as part of Thucydides' record for all time, looks to the future.

Athens will continue to thrive due to the sacrifice of the dead. By emphasizing this

action, Pericles forms an Athens which can last in the words of Thucydides. This Athens

is not the real Athens, but then, neither are the depictions of the athletic victor or the

Marathon dead. The commemorated become representations, not accurate ones, but

idealized ones for future generations.
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Especially important in the preservation of memory is the relationship between

word and material reminder. At fIrst the relationship appears to be hostile, particularly in

Pindar and Thucydides. As the exploration of these acts of commemoration unfold, it

becomes clear that the interaction between the two actually attempts to increase the

longevity of the memory. The memory of the dead in Pericles' speech is important

because they had performed great deeds; without those actions, their praise could not

exist. The logoi ofPericles' speech actually become a monument: Thucydides' physical

text that preserves the memory of the dead. Pindar's attitude toward statues seems

critical, especially in Nemean 5, but relies on visual imagery to construct his odes for his

audience. An athletic statue has real meaning for the viewer only when the label that

records the name of the athlete is added. The battlefIeld at Marathon incorporates the

necessity of the labeling, at least for the burial mounds. For about thirty years after the

battle, the site had physical monuments, but starting in the 460s, an ideological overhaul

of the battle and a new monument on the site changed how Athenians understood the

battle. The relationship between word and material reminder stems from a

reinterpretation of the victory, one that influenced how the battle was represented. In

Greek acts of commemoration, the use of word and physical objects bolster the

immortality offered to the commemorated.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION: LEST WE FORGET...

Acts of commemoration attempt to do more than just preserve a memory. In the

conservation of that memory, the subjects of commemoration receive immortality. This is

done through stylistic choices in the different forms of commemoration. By associating

men with heroes, through burial type, or by using imagery that suggests cult practices, as

in Pindar's poetry, Greek forms of commemoration offer everlasting life.224 Through

victory odes, statues, trophies, or funeral orations, Greeks offered those who had

performed impressive deeds a physical manifestation for their arete, a characteristic

deserving of remembrance, thus preserving the memory of the men and their arete. The

form of commemoration, whether through words or tangible media, connects the memory

to a specific location or item, thus ensuring the longevity ofthe memory.225 Any time one

encounters an ode or stone monument, the memory of the commemorated person

resurfaces. Oblivion, brought on by death, time or even forgetting, threatens memory, but

the acts of commemoration protect the memory and grant it life beyond that of the person

or event represented.

This does not mean that these acts ensure the survival of the memory. If a society

feels that the memory is not worth remembering, the monument commemorating it is no

224 For more on the relationship between Pindar and cult practices, see Currie 2005.

225 Osborne 2001, 3 states that places with symbolic meanings become a continuity and part of the
collective memory ofa society.
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longer important and can fall into neglect. Monuments only last as long as a society

maintains a commemorative vigilance?26 The conscious destruction of monuments, e.g.

by invaders or new political orders, also damages the preservation of a memory. Much as

the construction of monuments reflects the power of the society erecting them, the act of

dismantling them also demonstrates the power of the ones engaging in the process.227

Societies commemorate in order to remember, but nothing can guarantee that the object

of commemoration can survive exterior threats, such as deliberate destruction, the natural

erosion of time, or even neglect.

Throughout this study, I have focused on what these acts of commemoration

meant to those who created them, without consideration of alternative interpretations.

Acts of commemoration do possess different meanings, often at the same time. The site

of Marathon has varying interpretations. While the Plataeans were not buried with the

Athenians at Marathon, theirs was the only other Greek polis honored there. At the same

time that this memorial cemented the bond between Athens and Plataea, other city-states

found themselves excluded; those poleis might see the monuments in the plain of

Marathon as visual reminders of the debt owed to Athens, not as the commemoration of a

glorious victory over barbarian forces.228 While Greece benefited from the outcome of

Marathon, only Athens could use the battle and its monuments as evidence of its power,

potentially leading other poleis to interpret the site as an expression of the oppressive

power of Athens, particularly by those opposed to the growth of its empire in the second

226 Nora 1989, 12.

22? Osborne 2001, 20.

228 The Persians, of course, would have their own interpretation of the battle site.
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half of the fifth century.229 These meanings could even change over time, as is true for all

objects of commemoration, due to new ways of approaching the commemorated events

coming to the fore.23o

Commemorating, then, is an act that has a complex afterlife. Intended to preserve

the memory of a person or event, acts of commemoration actually take on multivalent

interpretations. The athlete or polis could use the commemoration to display his or its

achievements, thus preserving for future generations a moment when his or its arete was

at its height.231 This is not a "true" representation of the event or person, but one that

demonstrates behaviors that the society determined worthy of preservation. Due to the

nature of monuments and other forms of commemoration, the meaning of the

commemoration can and does change over time, despite the monument's timeless

associations.232 These acts of commemoration, at least the ones that survive, influence

how we understand the society that performed them, allowing them to survive even

longer.

229 Holscher 1998, 169-171 suggests that the Athena Lemnia statue and Hermes Propylaios statue show the
power of Pericles and Athens within the Delian League. These figures can represent the protecting power
of Athens for its allies as well as be a manifestation of the imperialist intentions to its opponents.

230 Mayo 1988, 73 lists three changes to history that can affect the meaning of war memorials over time: an
enhancement of an established historical interpretation due to new evidence; interpretations of the past
change how history is viewed; an event is not considered important or forgotten completely.

231 Grethlein 2010, 113 notes that arete is a source ofcontinuity in funeral orations, and to which I wish to
add other forms of Greek commemoration.

232 Nora 1989, 19: "For if we accept that the most fundamental purpose of the lieu de memoire is to stop
time, to block the work of forgetting, to establish a state of things, to immortalize death, to materialize the
immaterial-just as if gold were the only memory of money-all of this in order to capture a maximum of
meaning in the fewest of signs, it is also clear that lieux de memoire only exist because of their capacity for
metamorphosis, an endless recycling oftheir meaning and an unpredictable proliferation of their
ramifications" (19).
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